NAZI VIGILANTES REJOICE IN SLAUGHTER OF UNION WORKERS
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overnor Benson Directs Attack To Free Mooney
Legal Barriers Must Beit
Broken So Martyr May
Be Freed, Executive Says

Murder Of Workers Sport For Them
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Back pf Demand That Famous Case Be HIGHER WAGES
Heard By U. S. Supreme Court; Many
Outstanding Labor Leaders Will Speak. DEMANDED BY

Berl in herum und standen
speungbere it.Wenn Spartakus
(Arbeiter d.Red.)einen Streik

ALLIANCE AIDE

Labor Urged
To Remember
J. B. McNamara
J. B. McNamara "celebrates" an
anniversary December 10th!
On that date he will begin his
twenty-seventh consecutive year behind prison bars—he is the oldest
labor prisoner in the world in the
point of time served.
He is in jail because he is a
worker, a fighter for labor and a
pioneer organizer in the open-shop
town of Los Angeles.
McNamara plead guilty in connection with the famous labor-hating Los Angeles Times explosion
case. Much has been said and
written about that plea of guilty
—which was made at the insistence of the top A. F. of L. leadership of 1910, but the true story
in its entirety has never been told.
The International Labor Defense,
Northern California District urges
all friends of labor to send greetings of solidarity to McNamara.
Address him: J. B. McNamara,
Box 20034, Represa, (Folsom) California.

Business Recession Stresses
World-Wide Need For Real
Economic Stability Program
Repeated Periods of Depression, Although
Most Are Shortlived, Shows False Foundations on Which Business Ressts, Say U. a
S. Experts.
. MACHINISTS CERTIFIED

As an example of such desperation the letter to the President
cites the case of the 13-year-old
boy who committed suicide so that
other members of his family might
have little more food.

By SCOTT NEARING
(Federated Press)

The slump
this year has in business which began in mid-August of
all the characteristics of a normal business
. recession.
The stock market led off with 10 weeks of
steady decline followed by two days of wild panic, after
Which the drop in stock prices continued
at a retarted rate.
Siriee

stock prices and the gen-+
eral course
of the stock market STRIKE GAINS RECRUITS
reflect the
feelings
of pessimism
DULUTH, Minn. (FP)—The Minor optimism
prevalent at any given nesota Timberworkers' strike is
time in the
business community, •spreading to unorganized districts
the last
three months of receding
around Bemidji and Aitkin. The
stock prices
show pretty clearly
strike committee announces that
that the
more far-sighted among
more tljan 200 have joined the
the
businessmen rust confidence in
strike in those districts.
the
possibility of continued prosperity along
We were wondering if the film
about the middle of
the
colony would stomach young Mussummer.
Bolin'. Glad to learn that HollySince then, if
reports are to be wouldn't.
believed, business
executives have
made up their
minds that insofar
• as general
business is concerned,
the winter
will be a hard one. This
lack of
confidence in the immediMINNEAPOLIS (FP) —Conate future
finds its reflection in
tributing $25 to the Brooklyn
sagging Wall
Street prices. The
Daily Eagle strike fund, Gov.
Wall Street
barometer of business
Elmer A. Benson of Minnesota,
indicates bad times
ahead.
in a message to the Minneapolis
A second
test of the present
Newspaper Guild, said:
economic situation is
the index of
"I wish to record my full supgeneral business
activity. 'This index rose
port to the efforts to aid strikirregularly from 1933 to
the fall of
ing fellow-guildsmen on the
1936. At that time it
had reached
Brooklyn Eagle, because I feel
levels only slightly
that this Guild struggle is nabelow those of
the 1925-29 prostionwide."
(Continued on Page 3)

Aids Guild

German Institute Report Takes Two Kinds
Of Income In Padding Figures So That
Totals Appear Favorable As Propaganda
For Public Consumption.

'Die Preikorps lagen um

inaZenlerte tdsnn

• The visit here next Sunday of Minnesota's famous figh.-!mg.liberal governor, Elmer Benson, who is te fly from his
native state to deliver the principal address at the Mooney13illings mass meeting. that day in the Civic Auditorium, Expansion of WPA Program
Urgent to Care for Millions
Should act as a powerful impetus to the entire trade union
Of Unemployed, President
movement in California.
Roosevelt Told By BenjaFor it is Benson's record as governor of Minnesota which
stands out today as one of the most notable achievements min.
in the struggle of workers everywhere in America to better
their living and working conditions.
WASHINGTON (F P)—Expansion of the WPA program to provide 3,000,000 jobs and a 20 to 30
per cent rise in wages, was requested of President Roosevelt by
the Workers Alliance of America.
In a letter sent to the President
by Herbert Benjamin, general secretary-treasurer of the WPA workers union, the Alliance urged expansion of the works program and
increased wages as a means of
"offsetting the present business
recession and the rising cost of
living." While de(Ilaring that the
Alliance approves and will join
with other labor and progressive
groups in supporting the broad
objectives outlined in the President's message to the special session of Congress, Benjamin asserted that immediate executive action
is necessary if the present recession is not to result in another
catastrophic depression.
"Our request is not intended to
substitute for the program which
was outlined by the President,"
said Benjamin. "We realize, however,• that it will take considerable
time before such legislation can
be enacted and can take effect.
The unemployed who have not yet
recovered from the last depression
are not in a position to wait. The
wages of WPA workers, which
were set in April of 1936, are totally inadequate at present and
are creating a desperate condition
for those who have to maintain
themselves on income from WPA
employment."

46.411.4‘.ALAlb.AK Aik,

MANFRED VON KILLINGER

Mass Meeting Here Sunday Will Unite Forces

Benson's victorious campaign for
governor under the banner of the
Farmer-Labor Party of Minnesota
Proved irrefutably that farmers,
workers, and white collar toilers
can be united for their common
interests against their common
nemY, the ruling financial giants
Of industry.
Benson was born in 1895 in rural
Minnesota, in the heart of the section known as the birthplace of
the Farmer-Labor movement. He
served overseas during the World
- War, and has
since preached the
cause of peace upon every occasion. Following the war, Benson
became an independent banker.
The late Governor
Olson chose
him to fill the
position of state
securities commissioner in 1933,
and later Benson
was made state
banking commissioner.
CHAMPION OF PROGRESS
Governor Olson was called upon
to appoint a
man to fill the unexpired six months of the late
Senator Schall's term in 1936 and
he chose
Elmer Benson because of
his great
confidence in Benson's
ability and
principles.
The record shows
that this con(Continued on Page 3)
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NAZI REGIME JUGGLES
REPORT ON WORKERS
INCOME TO HIDE LOSS
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The "German Institute of Business Research" has once
again calculated the income of the workers. This is, the
second calculation of its kind since the beginning of the
Nazi regime.
Like its predecessor it is designed to show that the workers' income has increased. Since the first calculation (i.e.,
since January 1, 1935 "contrary to the proceeding practice" the pittances received by the unemployed coerced to
perform the various kinds of relief and emergncy work are
ranked as "wages."

Mooney Plea
Asks Support
From Clerics
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Last week THE VOICE began'a review of the above book. In this issue the reader will find other quotations which reveals the kind of men who kill Union Workers in Germany for the glory of the Nazis. A liberal
translation of the German text above is: "The Vigilantes were stationed near Berlin and were always prepared for action. As soon as a strike was called they marched into the city. Strikers were slugged. When
the strike was smashed they returned to camp." Below further light is thrown on the Nazi methods as told
•
in von Killinger's book.

NAZI CRUSH LABOR-- SOLON POINTS
Last week's issue of the Voice of the Federation contained the first of a series of quotations taken verbatim
from the book,"Das Waren Kerle" (Those Were Men) by
Manfred von Killinger, present Nazi Consul in San Francisco.
The methods used by the vigi-+
lants by the Nazis in Germany to they used to get into pacifist meetcrush all forms of Labor Unions ings.
were told. In the excerpts given
What they wanted there he tells
below the reader will learn what
us
on page 20.
kind of men the vigilantes were
"If by such incident the whole
and how they delighted in the
tasks of slaughtering union men. meeting room went to bits then we
A German proverb says, "A man felt honored. Without this the
is known by the company he undertaking would have been inkeeps." .Much has been said about complete. Ha, that was something
the low moral character of the for my vigilantes—when they joyFascist elements in Germany. Kil- ously could see the pieces flying."
linger, one of the leading figures
Killinger, according to his books,
of the Fascists in Germany, take was at one time officer on board
pride in these human monsters.
a German schoot ship, engaged in
On page 19 of the above men- the training of cadets. From this
tioned book he writes:
period he tells the following story.

"Remarkable, but such men are
rare. Why? This question is hard
to answer. The vigilantes (Freikorps) were an assemblage of all
WASHINGTON (FP)—The In- kinds of soldiers.
ternational Association of Machin"There was one group, pure
ists has been certified as the bar- mercenaries (Lands Knechte), who
gaining agency for the maintendid not ask for whom and for what
ance employes on the Southwester
they fought. War Was their proGreyhound Lines, the National
fession. They had no intentions
Labor Relations Board announced, whatsoever of doing anything else
following an election in which
or to. going back to their former
there were 123 votes cast for the
trade in civilian life.
IAM, an A. F. of L. affiliate, and
"War gave them joy. And after
58 for the company.
all, what sorrows did they have?
They had their shelter, their food,
HEINZ CO. IN PICKLE
they got their pay—which was
PITTSBURGH (FP)—The H. J. promptly spent. A battle with the
Heinz Co. found itself in a pretty workers was for them an amusing
pickle, as witnesses at a hearing change from the monotonous life
told how they were threatened in the camp.
with loss of work and abolition of
"And when they were killed, nothe company restaurant if they body shed any tears about it. They
refused tO join a company union. had enjoyed the sunny side of life
The labor board charges the com- to the last full measure—limited
pany refused to bargain With Can- only by their money. They were
ning & Pickle Workers, A. F. of L. gay, brave; mostly feolhardy assounion, local 825, even after it had ciates; it was just too IAA that
polled a majority in a plant elec- they drink excessively. Yes, that's
tion.
what they did, and when a pretty
girl came before their guns, then
DEMAND HAT LABELS they were no barbarians either.
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. (F13)— As for the rest, they did not squanA big campaign, involving radio der their time on women. We offibroadcasts yid newspaper adver- cers had to close our eyes very
tising, will . be launched by the often—but we understood them."
To make the picture complete,
United Hatters, Cap & Millinery
Workers International Union to Killinger writes of their activities.
promote a demand for the union For instance, for two pages he
label in the purchase of hats, it very proudly tells that the Fascist
Was decided at the executive hoard vigilantes had in addition to their
uniforms, civilian clothes which
here.

WAY TO HALT
LABOR LOSSES
WAS HINGTON (FP)—Rep.
Maury Maverick (D. Tex.), revealed
here he had been advised by government

sources that 1,000,000
workers have been made idle and
1,000,000 placed on part-time employment since start of the industrial reCession in September.

Maverick, criticizing government
moves to meet the recession, noted
that the number of persons on
Works Progress Administration
work relief rolls had risen only
slightly since early September.
Maverick presented a three-point
program for recovery. He urged
that the New Deal avoid a deflaA boy by the name of Bauser
tionary policy.
had stolen a slice of sausage, KilThe Maverick program:
linger who ,was his superior told
Prevention of exorbitant prices
the boy: (Page 27, "Heiteres aus
and price combines among monopdem Seema n nsleben.1
olies through anti-trust legislation
"After you have done penance
revision.
you will come to me and I promise
Immediate inauguration of A
I personally will give y.ou a beating which you will never forget. housing program to include shim
Get out of here. I will see you clearance projects. Maverick advocated construction of at least
later,"
500,000 homes annually for the
At 8 p.m. the bosun's mate renext decade to replace outmoded
ported the deck-boy Bauser as missand unfit dwellings.
ing.
Adequate care for the unem"Where is that lubber hiding
ployed despite the fact that fedhimself? I will have a report later
eral government relief costs would
as to where he is," Killinger remount far beyond the scale procords.
vided under the $1,500,000,000 WP
Afterwards, the mate reported A appropriation for
the current
that the boy could not be found fiscal year.
anywhere.
He also suggested the ten-year
"I mobilized my whole division census scheduled for
1940 be ad—about sixty boys—to look for vanced to 1938 so that
a compreBauser. I participated in the hensive enumeration of the
unemsesrch myself. No success. Twelve ployed might be obtained.
o'clock at night I called the search
He said that the administration
ol'f. The next morning I reported
could meet the situation by increasthe disappearance of Bauser to the
ing relief exispiitures or it would
Chief Officer and he reported it to
pursue "a .hard-boiled policy of dethe Captain."
flation which will send the deAccording to all sea law, the pressed spiral of business
activity
disappearance of anybody on board downward even faster."
has to be reported IMMEDIATELY
"If the administration permits
to make possible a rescue.
itself to be stampened into a sudKllinger threatens a boy—the
den reversal of perlicy and applies
boy is missing—and Killinger goes
the budgetary brakes it can stall
sleep!
to
the car just like Hoover did," the
Any maritime court would have Texas liberal said.
taken away his license for this-hut the Nazis make him Consul
Patronize Our Advertisers.
General in San Francisco.

WASHINGTON (FP)—Members
of organized labor and the organized churches in America were
urged to throw their support behind the pending resolutions in
Congress calling upon the governor
of California to pardon Tom Mooney.
The appeal to members of all
local unions of the American Federation of Labor and the Committee
for Industrial Organization, as
well as to members of the organized churches, was sent out by
Rep. Usher Burdick (R., N. D.) in
the form of a letter to all these
organizations.
"Everyone who has Interested
himself enough In the cause of
Justice to dig into the facts of this
case is aware of the fact that Tom
Mooney is held in the penitentiary
of the State of California unlawfully and unconstitutionally," Burdick said. "Whatever evidence
there ever was against him, and
there was no direct evidence, has
now been repudiated."

The recent calculation (whose
results were published in the weekly survey of the "Institute of Business Research" for October 20,
last) further took into accouat the
pay (and sometimes even the board
about one-third of the latter are
drawn from the circles of independent persons and the peasantry,
who hitherto received no wages,
this new propaganda trick also
helps to achieve an apparent increase in income from wages.
The inclusion of the earnings of
forced labor as wages income rendered it impossible to ascertain the
income of those in regular employment. Owing to various works
in Germany being carried out by
both free labor and forced labor
(motor roads, fortifications, etc.)
it becomes impossible to distinguish the two kinds of income.
What the Institute did was, to
add the incomes of all employed
and unemployed wage and salary
earners, but without making it
clear how the figures were flattered by including, since 1935, the
incomes of the Saar region and
those—greatly increased since the
Introduction of general conscription-serving in the military and labor service.
The figures published may there.
fore be corrected as follows:
(Continued on Page 3)

Federation Outlines 6-Point
Program To Check Business
Slump For Labor Protection
Advocates Immediate Plant Expansion and
Purchase of New Eq uipment As One Way
For Stimulation of Demand For Workers,
WASHINGTON, Dec. 1( FP)—A six-point program to
check the business slump was put forward by the American
Federation of Labor here in its current monthly survey of
business.
The program was based upon the finding that business

+is, at present, waiting for consumer buying power to catch up
with the production spurt of the
early part of the year. As soon
as the present stocks of goods are
Attend the Maritime Officers taken out of the
warehouses, busiAuxiliary Dance at Dovre Hall, 3543 ness will once again pick up, the
18th Street (between Valencia and Federation says.
The six-point program, to be carGuerrero Streets this SATURDAY,
DECEMBER 4th, at 8:20 P.M. You ried out by government and induswill enjoy Blackman's Orchestra. try, consists of the following
Admission, 40 cents.—Nita Sch- measures:
werdtfeger, Pub. Chairman.
1—Maintenance of wages and
employment at the highest possible level with firm determination to avoid wage cuts.
2—In any industry where sustained
demand and profitable 'Opannual
Balloting for the
election of officers will erations make it possible, raise
take place daily during wages.
3—Stimulate production and emDecember.
ployment in heavy industries by
The polls will be open
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. and taking measures to prevent postfrom 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. in- ponement of justifiable plans for
cluding Sundays and holi- plant expansions and purchase Of
equipment and to encourage
days at the branches and new
building of all types. Special measHeadquarters.
ures are needed to make credit
In Vancouver, B.C., Ho- available to business for many
nolulu, Aberdeen and New programs which would provide emYork balloting will be done ployment are being postponed beevery Monday.
cause credit cannot be secured.
Balloting on affiliation
4—Prepare for prompt payment
will be held at the same of unemployment compensation
time and days.
(Continued on Page 3)

DO YOUR HOLIDAY CELEBRATING EARLY!

S.U.P. Election

Page Two

Union
Meetings

VOICE of the FEDERATION
•••

URGE RETAINING
SERVICE

NIO

Editor:
WHEREAS: The Chambers of
Commerce of San Francisco and
Los Angeles are now engaged in
a vigorous campaign to retain cerInternational Association of
tain vessels of the Panama-Pacific
Machinists, S. F. Lodge No. 68 and Grace Lines in the intercoastEvery Wednesday, 8 P. M.
Convention Hall. Labor Temple. al trade through revival of intercoastal subsidies; and
18th and Capp Ste.
21,
Executive Committee, 2nd and
WHEREAS: Numerous civic
4th Mondays of each month; 8 clubs and pther organizations whose
P. M.; Room 208 Labor Temple.
LABOR'S TRAITORS
DENIES CONFUSION
assistance is being solicited are
Editor:
EdwardHarris, President.
Editor:
Harry Hook. E. P. Dillon, Busi- entirely unfamiliar with problems
I have been young, but now the
Brit Webster of the S.U.P. in a
ness Agents.
of shipping subsidies; and
"fiftieth mile post" is abaft .the
Voice, last week's isthe
to
letter
T. W. Howard, Financial SecreWHEREAS: The representabeam" and I have not seen anysue, considers the ballots on A.
thing so effective in defeating La"The Rank and File" Is an open forum. Letters do not unm. B. Peterson, Recording Sec- tives in Congress from the State F. of L., C.I.O. and independent
of California are now being urged
retary.
bor AS LABOR. Especially, with
necessarily represent the opinion of THE VOICE OF THE FED.
very confusing. Because of the
to lead a demand for legislation question of independent the notaassistance of the "hog-hugging" exEAATION. If you wish to take issue with any letters published in
Pacific Coast Marine Firemen, in favor of these shipping lines
official.
these columns, it is your democratic duty to do so. All, letters to
tion retaining our affiliation to the
Oilers, Watertenders & Wipers'
which are operated from the port Maritime Federation is made.
the Editor should be confined to 250 words and typewritten when
When Sam (Mud Face),Gompers
Association.
sage delivered 7:35 p.m. Signe,
REFUTES PUGH
Robert Fitzgerald, Secretary pro of New York where the benefits It is my contention that if these
was propagandizing the eight-hour
possible. They must be signed and the writer's book number infor -by .Charles Carb if you doubt
November 23, 1937,
/Aro—Thursday at 7 p.m., 58 Com- asked for would be paid; and
day, labor was met with the cry
dicated. Reports from ships' crews must be signed by elected
my word elect a committee t
remarks were not made on the bal905 6th St.,
mercial St., Tel. DOuglas 5650, San
WHEREAS: The Maritime LaVA SOCIALIST SAWNOFFERships' representatives.
find out at No. 5 Drumm S,, (Westlot, then the ballot would be conFrancisco, Calif.
Sacramento, Calif.
BATS, from A. F. of L. officers Mr. J. W.
Bert Coleman, Agent—Thursday bor Organizations and ship supply fusing. Because everybody knows
ern Union) if such message w
Engstrom,
and ex-ers.
at 6 p. m. 84 Seneca St., Tel. Main dealers of the State of California that we are affiliated to the Fedsent
there on Sept. 20, 1937.
24
California
SEND
XMAS
St.,
CHEER
HENRY EXPLAINS
6381, Seattle, Wash.
would be poorly benefited by this eration now but if we 'vote inde- Editor:
1919-1923. I.W.W. Leadership,
However, on his report, Sal
San
Editor:
Francisco,
Calif.
Oldenburg,
Gus
Agent—Thurs- plan on account of the hiring of
via militant methods, advancing Dear Sir and
The crew on the S.S. Hanley had
Angelo failed to state of his vii
pendent that in the minds of many
day at 7 p. in., 111 W, Burnside
Brother:
In the NOvernber 11th issue of
these ships
labor's purchasing power, was met
St., Tel. Beacon 4836, Portland, Ore, crews and servicing of
it would mean absolute independ- me send $5.70 each to Brothers the Voice, there appears a
Under the rank and file opinion here and for what purpose?
press with: VA
B. J. O'Sullivan, Agent
Tues- at the port of New York; now ence of all delegated bodies.
BOL8HIVIK BARSTID. of the Voice, November 18,
Earl King, Ernest G. Ramsay and release
On October 2, 1937, V. J. Malan:
1937,
signed by Brother Burt
days at 7 p. m., 111 West Sixth St., therefore be it
•
AND LABOR WAS STRAFFED. appears an
of
merger
the
Frank Conner as Christmas reof the Firemen's Union appeared
remarks on
His
article
entitled
"Allays
Nelson, Chairman, Publicity ComTel. San Pedro 2838, San Pedro,
RESOLVED: This organization
But Employer UNIONISM was in- Fears" written by
the unlicensed crafts are either the membrances. They also requested mittee, ILWU 1-19.
John Pugh, mem- here and he has been seen wit'
Calif.
This evidently tensified.
Masters, Mates and Pilots of
of
doesn't
who
me to embody in my letters the Is then
A. F. of L. officials. The result
Denis Taylor, Agent Pro tern—
ravings of a man
ber
of
the
S.U.P.,
No. 2305.
to be taken as an official
1934. Maritime labor, in an allThursdays at 7 p.m. 811 Nuuana America, West Coast Local No. 90, understand or a man who deliebr- following poem:
This brother is trying to offer was a packed meeting.
statement
of
his
organization, and time low, hit bottom
at regular meeting, November, 24,
Ave., Honolulu, T. H.
so hard that excuses for Lundeberg's
From the boys on the "Hanley"; reads
ately wants to throw sand into the
Brother Pugh further states:
actions in
as follows:
R. Sohannsen, Agent-315% Her- go on record as being heartily in
on rebound it knocked "Banker- burning the C.I.O.
the first place
In
suckers.
GREETINGS:
eyes
of
"The
Communist Party picked
ballots;
also
-on St., Aberdeen, Wash,
he
"Brother
Henry
stated
that 'The Lawyer" S.S.,
accord with keeping an up-to-date
owners and opera- is trying to make us believe
who started the fight in the Fire- We all miss you from our meetings Seattle branch of the
that lemon when they backed FerguSailors'
Unintercoastservice
on
the
passenger
tors out of bed.
Bay & River Bargemen
men's Union? Mr. Webeter's re- You "serve" for us, both nite and ion of the Pacific
the membership 'agreed to burn son. However I noticed Lund'
was on record
al trade; and be it further
& Powerboatmen
day
actionary organization, the Comup the ballots.
berg stood by him to the last.
BAWLED COMMUNIST
to recognize any and all picket
Local 1-22, I.L.W.U.
RESOLVED: That the maritime
munist Party. The Commies packed For this mere money cannot pay
I have voted for the 0.1.0. yet
Pediculus
Paul,
Burglar
Bill
By the way, Brother Pugh, i
and
lines
no
matter
what they were
Meetings—let and 3rd Sundays labor organizations and allied
meetings in headquarters of the So here's to love; and hope, and established for nor
Judas Joe, the jerbba trio, began I know of no instance where I was your article you defend the West
each Month, 10 A.M., 84 Embarcawho
set
them
California
groups of the State of
cheeg
firemen and ousted officials that
derv.
up.'" When Brother Henry was to bawl: COMMUNIST. But some- informed that such vote was in Coast Fireman, this leaflet is pub
Chas. Delaney, President and hereby advise the California legis- were elected on a coastwise bal- For Christmas, and a "free" New
if that position would apply thing failed to click. Labor organiz- the field authorizing Lundeberg to lished by persons opposed to M.
asked
said
notify
lators in Congress to
Business Manager„ GAr. 1904.
Year
lot, The Comicals again proved
F.O.W. headquarters and in friendto
a
picket
line set up for the "sole ing increased. Even great danger burn the ballots.
W. Erickson. Dispatcher. GAr. Chamber of Commerce and civic that they are the champion union To you, the boys in jail
Brother Pugh states in part: ly terms with Ferguson, yet fu
of a united and militant A. F. of
1904.
purpose
of
destroying
the
longa
campaign
for
groups that their
From we, the boys at sea
busters the world over.
"Brother Pritchett is also irked be- ther down you seem to disagree
shoremen," he answered, "Yes it L.
intercoastal passenger
Ladies Auxiliary, I. L. A. No. 3 high class
The S.U.P. has placed itself time Greetings and high hope for you would."
1935. Founding of M.F.P. and its cause the firemen have seen fit to with yourself by knocking Ferg
more
be
will
to be set free.
Regular Meetings-2nd and 4th and freight service
and time on record for a merger
Now the facts of the matter are solidarity became bogeyman to publish a paper of their own in son. Take the mask off, let the
Thursdays of Each Month, 2 P. M., effective and receive more sup- of the unlicensed crafts. Of course
Engine Room Department: A.
that
my statement made on the in er chant and manufacturers, opposition to the group in control sailors see you in your true colors
a,
at Druids Temple 44 Page Street. port through the setting up of
want a strong Holm, No. 254; J. Garcia, No. 69;
comediens
don't
the
ATwater 1993.
floor of D. C. No, 1 was that "Seat- Chambers of Crooks and their of their headquarters. He reverts
As further proof that the offiCalifornia Corporation to operate
to that age-old philosophy of des- cials of the S.U.P. were co-operatrank and file controlled union of H. Meek, No. 554; R. LeBoon, No. tle branch, S.U.P., was
Mrs. M. Eastman, President.
on record to lackeys. Bergoff "beasts" ordered
may be required so
as
ships
such
the
union
319.
Mrs. R. Jones, Secretary.
seamen. The stronger the
•
respect the picket lines of all bona to trenches of money bags: Joined peration and attempts to compare ing with Ferguson and the Team
that crews may be signed on and
G. Mathias, Treasurer.
Deck Department: Jim Jones,
harder it is to control and unless
fide
labor unions." At NO TIME Into maritime unions; began cry of the West Coast firemen with the sters in breaking the Maritime
paid off in California ports and supa union is top controlled by the No. 3366; A. Maniscalco, No. 526, and under NO CONDITION did I COMMUNIST upon floor of UNION American Citzen, the Maritime Federation I ask members of thMarine Engineers' Beneficial
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JUGGLING OF WAGE FIGURES
REVEALED IN NAZI REPORT

MOONEY MASS MEETING
SET FOR SUNDAY, DEC. 5TH

(Continued on Page 3)
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most to 11 to 12 per cent. The able goods, higher rents, is at least
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your innocence and of the innoLOOK BEFORE WE LEAP
in the cause of labor was his rePractically every word that could be written about the S.U.P. since "voluntary donations" account for 35 per cent,
In
its
quarterly
cence of Billings. Any fair-minded
But no seamen would think of signing articles for a voyage unreit was kicked out of the I.S.U. and into an Independent position, must at least 10 per cent of gross
less he knew where the ship
in- view for September 29, last (p. fusal to allow the Pinkerton De- person who is familiar with
was going to take him.
listed
be
under
the
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heading
PERFOR
MANCE.
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to
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In the month of !December our members are going
Agency to do business in
come. This figure was mentioned 184) the Institute even reckons
to cast their
evidence in your case and the
fulfill; all we had were PROSPECTS!
ballot on the question of A. F. of L.,
Minnesota
.
by
the
industrial
C. I. O. or Independent. It is
ist,
Dr. Wotschke, with a drop of 4 per cent in the
Since the S.U.P. has been governed by the membership let us exevent subsequent to your convicabsolutely essential, therefore, that we consider what we would lose
at the meeting of the Reich Eco- buying power of the German
amine the record and see what we've accomplished.
In addition, Benson outlined in tion must form
mark.
or gain by affiliation at this time, and what we are and have accomthe conclusion that
On January 27, 1936 (22 months ago) the I.S.U. fakers at a packed
January a legislative program in your case constitute
plished as an Independent Union.
s a monstrous
convention in Washington, D. C., yanked our charter; tied up our funds
his inaugural address before the miscarriage
NOT QUESTION OF INDUSTRIAL UNIONISM
of
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justice
and
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and
for which
to
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hook
by
crook.
or
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The question of
legislature which has since been every real American
at this time, and we industrial unionism does not enter into the picture sent organizers to "reorganize" the already 100 per cent organized S.U.P.
must hang
must not be confused by the spurious injection of the and take over.
spoken of as the most progressive his head in
ord "industrial unionism
shame.
" in the question of affiliation,
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must not relax. It is the fight of
t even claim to
American
governor. It included re- every
the type of union be establishing industrial unions. All they claim for
NEEDLESS TO SAY THE IDENTICAL MEN AND FORCES
liberal in this country."
which they seek to establish is that it is a "form" (?)
organization of, the state's tax
f industrial
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union. As far as that goes, so was the old I.S.U. a "form"
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anized workers, who not
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STANDSTILL, AND UTTERED DIRE THREATS AGAINST US
cognize the difference
movement and the development of Mooney-Billings mass meeting *
guard of the movement . But to seamen, who have been in the vanIF WE DID NOT RETURN TO THE A. F. OF L.-1.8.U. FOLD.
5-Take measures to promote perity • era. Through 10 months
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for
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When
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I.S.U.
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to
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ships, we business confidence.
ears.
general business conditions ,hov- legislatio
asked District Council No. 2, of which Harry Bridges (Now a C.I.O.
n, state liquor 'dispensary
Therefore, the use of the word "industrial" in the propagand
Chairman of the meeting will be
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a of the Director) was president at that time, to enforce
CIO:leaders must not mislead us. Hitler marched
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Jack Shelley, president of the San
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power
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the
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errnan trade-unionists and
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The fact that today the small Francisco Labor Council, while
of the National
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by
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August, however, the business in- home
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have been able to feel Dan Murphy, veteran labor leadmembers,
wherever satisfactory dex turned downward, and for 12
asked what they would DO, Bridges stated that "the I.L.A. would
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their first tax relief in the state's er; George F. Irvine of the Railcollective
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g
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I.S.U.,
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weeks it has been lower each week history
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and that a start has finally road Employes Committee For the
THE A. F. of L."
But when the C.I.O. started invading
exist, cooperating to cut cost by than it was during the week
the already organized Labor
pre- been made for complete
Field, there isn't a single
The Seamen's Defense Committee headed by Joe Curran, (now a improving efficiency.
revision of Release of Thomas J. Mooney;
instance
where
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not brought dissenceding.
sion, definite splits,
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the tax structure in order to force Harry Bridges, C.I.O. regional didisruption
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onal disputes, etc., in its
An optimistic view of the future
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the S.U.P. by the I.S.U., and tabled the terms drawn up and adopted
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nt, the Rev. Ben Wilson, renowned
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not
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see what the
indication of a letup in the down- months fight which Benson
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"A number of factors will tend
ye control.
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shrinkage of business activity over
contracts all expiring on different dates; is there
As well, his demands that the Mooney and to speed the case
At this time also the I.S.U., hoping to establish a back-door into future," the
to
IlYthing about this that even approache
Federation
says.
s "industrial unionism?" What
a period of three months amounts facts regarding the farmers' plight the United
the advantage
States Supreme Court.
of having "all men employed in an industry into ONE the S.U.P., granted "Dirty Deal" (Now a C.I.O. Director) a charter "There are large depression shortbusitwss
to
recession.
a
I.B.U.,
for the
be made public, and that an adeand he 'set busily about his work.
COMPACT UNION" if they
The freedom of Tom Mooney
come under contracts that expire on difrent dates so
Yes. These same people, who one short year ago were busily ages still to be made up in buildSteel production Is in many re- quate farm aid program be formu- will mean the vindication of Orthey can not act together? • C.I.O. propagandists are
lent about this.
working to drive us back into the I.S.U.-A. F. of L., are the SAME ing railroad equipment, electrical
lated behind which the middle ganized Labor's right to
progress
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ekuipment, industrial machinery spects indicative of the state of
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goods.
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separate local; each local with its own agree., ent,
flects accurately the demands united front to force action in the financial interests.
thereby cpmpletely nullifying the industrial
•
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of
S.U,P.
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little
a
independe
nt thinking of their own,
spring's inflation. Prices of stocks made by heavy industry for future
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with
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that
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was supposed to put an end to the S.U.P. proved to be the boomersome of the basic organizational work, in
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The question
capacity. Recently production July 25, 1937, in the San Francisco
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clared that with the return of conom
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front
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at
present
time.
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WASHINGTON (FP)-T hirty
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that
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What have we of L. offers us a charter practically on our own terms. British Columbia Longshoremen and Seamen, and for a long time after orders did not come up to expectagained
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American
no doubt but that a bona collected and is now available it an hour, were provided by the new
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the past.
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S.U.P. were taken off and deported; ships tied up for months.
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fide recession is in progress and is impossible for any thinking per- pacts, while several granted annual
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In the Gulf Longshoremen's strike the S.U.P. supported same and
Did ERFORMA
the A. F. of L.
the fact is now admitted both in son to believe Mooney guilty. In vacations with pay.
give us any assistance in our struggles? Yes- gave effective aid. West Coast ships in the Gulf were tied up by S.U.P.
and No, The
RANK AND FILE membership of the
New York and Washington. Pres.
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and only now talk
, got our union out from under their domination. Because our
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turkey.
without political interruption, the
consideration of future affiliation with
battle with the I.S.U. fakers was successful, the M. C. & S.
the leadership, we cannot
overlook their
probabilities are that it will go to
past history. Have we anything to
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and the M. F. 0. W. & W. are also out from under their
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FEDERATION WILL SURVIVE
Individuals have made various and sundry statements
effect that the Maritime Federation of the Pacific
the
to
losing ground and is on the verge of destruction.
is
Coast
expressing themselves in that manner fail
persons
Those
the backbone of the Federation—the Rank
with
to reckon
and File members, who by their past and present actions
guarantee that the Federation will survive.
The Federation has run into many storms in the past—
some of them quite bad. No doubt there will be more in
the future, probably worse. Although the membership may
appear to be passive, as the proverbial calm before the
storm, when it finally breaks, they awaken to what is taking place and immediately set a true course that is accurate, and as a consequence ride it out with a determination
that makes it stronger and more substantial than before.
Individuals by a great majority love peace. As a natural
result, when they have weathered a storm and emerged
victorious, they relax into a passive mood with a feeling
that they have accomplished what they set out to do, not
realizing that when they assume this attitude, a dangerous
situation again may develop. The results would be the
same as if a lion tamer, who through his continual use of a
whip has controlled the lion, should in a moment of relaxation turn his back and sit down—the lion would immediately jump on him.
A parallel may be exemplified by using the shipowner
in place of the lion. We fight for a period of two or three
months, using all the economic strength we can command.
Usually we win—possibly not all we want, but a reasonable amount for security. Then these individuals, feeling
that they would like a little peace, relax. The minute they
do, the shipowners—awaiting this period of relaxation on
the part of the membership—immediately step into the
scene again and use whatever weapons they can get into
their hands to create more trouble. In the latest instance
which affects the membership of the Maritime Federation,
they are using a supposedly impartial board of men (the
Maritime Commission) appointed by the United States
Government for the purpose of rebuilding the Merchant
Marine and improving the conditions, wages, etc., of the
seafaring crafts.
But instead they use their powers (whether at the instigation of the shipowners or not, it makes no difference)
on behalf of the shipowners. The shipowners themselves
can sit back in their easy chairs and just relax because the
Maritime Commission has started the ball rolling.
Realizing that the Government, through legislative acts,
can more thoroughly hog-tie and choke the effectiveness
of the economic action and organization of our maritime
crafts, the shipowners feel they do not have to worry about
our economic strength, a strength which they found was
too great for them to defeat by direct action on the front,
as long as the Government does it for them.

Must Use Same Weapon
There exists a large number of individuals who believe
and feel that political activity is not necessry. Probably
they are correct in some instances, but can any of these individuals point out where it is either practical or possible to
use economic action against the legislative acts of this
country? There remains only one way this can be effectively blocked, and that is by the seafaring crafts using the
same weapons used by the shipowners.
Defeat these bills, which they are attempting to put into
effect through the Maritime Commission, by our own legislative activity. As a parallel, you could not expect the membership of the Federation to beat the shipowner in this
move by economic action any more than you could expect
a group of men with empty hands to beat down a man hiding behind a building with a gun in his hand with all kinds
of ammunition.
The Federation is a ship which can be classed as a Ship
of State. She sails majestically upon the high seas. At the
wheel you will have leaders steering the course, but regardless of what course they steer or how they steer, if
they lose the rudder Of that ship, the ship will pile on the
rocks. So it revolves around the fact that the membership
naturally must and shall remain the rudder of the Ship of
State, the Maritime Federation. just so long as the rudder
remains with the ship, then no storm will be so severe that
we couldn't ride ovtr the crest and come out safe on the
other side, bigger, stronger and better than ever before.
Leadership sloes not always exemplify the goal of an
organization, because leadership can sometimes be wrong
—whether through honest mistakes or through selfish
moves for individual gains. The only possible way that the
membership can guarantee that these mistakes will not
lead them on the rocks, is by studying and thoroughly investigating all the moves made by those leaders. Calling
leaders and individuals names, who may get the floor at a
meeting and advocate a certain policy or program, is not a
correct way to steer a true course.

Consider Policies Only

Ford Employes Get Union Message

When a member gets up to formulate or speak on a
program or policy, what difference does it make what his
religious belief is, or whether his affiliation politically
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might not meet with your approval. Possibly his language
may not be the same as yours, possibly he .may not speak
as well as you, can't pronounce his words—still there might
be some little thing behind his policy or program which by
honest discussion, with some additions by other members,
might help to more easily and more thoroughly weather the
storm. If you were on a ship at sea and the ship was wrecked and another ship came along to aid you, would you ask
the crew of the rescue ship what their religious belief, political party or language was? No, you would not.
Neither would the crew that is rescuing you ask what
your religious belief, political belief or nationality was.
They would be interested only in obtaining closer co-operation for the more effective and important work of saving
everybody.
Credit must be given others for some ability to think for
themselves, not always will an individual submit meekly
to the ideas advanced by others. In time this begins to pall
and resentment is evident.
Since the 1936-37 Strike, as well as after the other
strikes, the membership of the Federation by a majority
took the attitude that they had accomplished all that could
be accomplished by economic action, and with the feeling
that they were entitled to a bit of peace as well as the benefits of the gains they had fought for and won, relapsed into
a passive mood with a foolish sense of security, believing
that they were strong enough to always hold the gains
Union men are shown passing out copies of The United Auto Worker to Ford Motor Co. employes as the
they had made, and if necessary increase them.
drive to organize Ford's Rive Rogue plant in Detroit picks up new momentum.
That is an attitude which often has been assumed by any
number of labor organizations, and as a result, over a period of years, through their inactivity and passiveness, they
had been eventually beaten down by the employers.

Police Assist
Engstrom Explains How
Goons Beat
Shipowners Always Busy
Are
Elected I.L.W.U. Picket
Trustees
There is an old saying that you cannot stand still—you

must either go ahead or go backwards. If you remain idle,
it is impossible to go ahead, so naturally you are driven
backwards by the activities of the employers who are continually going ahead. The employers have at their command a large body of high-priced men (usually called professors of economics) whose job it is to find ways and
means to break down the strength of the workers so that
their employers (the shipowners), who are the dictators
in their chosen fields, may accumulate more profits at the
expense of the workers.
The same employers will use any method that in their
opinion, would be effective to beat the worker down, and
use any type of men in the undertaking.
It must not be forgotten that the shipowners are continually fighting us every day. They are not satisfied with
conditions as they now exist—they will never be satisfied
until we—the workers—are eating out of their hands as we
did prior to 1934.
So it rests upon the shoulders of the maritime workers
to at all times be aggressive and watchful in order that the
gains they have made are not lost and to accumulate new
gains which will make seafaring a more healthful and en-
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November 30, 1937, • impossible to have the full Board
SEATTLE, Wash., Nov. 29—
of Trustees On hand. It is often
A No. 38400, San Francisco,
0.
.4.
1.I.
James Sayan, International Long- $17.0
necessary to meet with only a
and
San Francisco, Calif.
shoremen
Warehousemen's Unmajority of the Board—that has
I,L.A. No. 38-44, San Jose, Calif.,
John Schomaker was elected to always been done in the past. As ion member, is in grave danger of
the Board of Trustees In accord- you know, it is possible sometimes losing the sight of his right eye
ance with the Constitution, Arti- that the members of the Board as the aftermath of a severe beating and kicking at the hands of
cle 6, Section 4, which reads as might be on other business.
Teamster strong-arm men while
follows:
In answer to the last question
"Should a vacancy occur in any dealing with why it is possible to under arrest and in custody of the
HOUSTON, Tex. (FP)---For
elective office of the Federation have a member of the I.L.A. on the Seattle police.
the first time in more than a
Sayan and four other I.L.W.U.
and for any reason except recall Editorial Board, I will quote from
year, a steamer flying the
members were peacefully distributsuch vacancy shall be filled by the the Constitution:
American flag—the Wisconsin—
ing C.I.O. literature to Sears, RoePresident a ppointing an ofricer
has cleared for a loyalist Span"Article 5, Section2—The Presipro tern, subject to the approval dent, Vice-President, and Secre- buck and Company employes outish port. Before sailing, the
of a majority of the District Coun- tary-Treasurer shall be elected at side the Sears-Roebuck Store at
crew won an agreement that
2465 Utah Street early this morncils."
the owners will pay a bonus of
the annual convention, No two
Brother Harrington, a member of said officers shall be elected from ing when they were attacked by
$250 to each member. It also
I.L.W.U. 1-6 (formerly I.L.A. No. the same component district, or- a member of Teamster "goons."
provided that if the destination
Members of the Seattle police
38-44) was elected a member at ganization."
of the ship is changed to a
the Convention and later resigned.
rebel port, a bonus of $25,000
This deals only with the offi- stood idly by allowing the fight to
continue until the "goons" being
After his resignation two names cials of the Federation,
will be divided between the 36
were submitted to the District
men on the crew. The ship
"Article 5, Section 6—The Board worsted, called for. protection. SaCouncils for their approval as of Trustees shall consist of three yan and lila companions were then
carries gasoline and wheat.
members of the .Board of Trustees members elected at the annual arrested, although their attackers
--Brother Schomaker and Brother convention. Ni) two members of were not.
Marlowe, both members of I.L.A. the Board of Trustees shall be
As Sayan was being placed in an
38-79 (now I,L.W.U. 1-10). The fol- members of .the same component automobile by arresting officers,
lowing District Councils approved organization."
he was again .attacked, beaten and
Brother Schornaker: Councils 2, 3
You will note this deals only 'kicked about the head and face
WHERE TO EAT?
and 4, thus confirming the appoint- with the Board of Trustees,
by his previous assaulters. Again
ment of Brother Schomaker to the
Day and Night —
Fraternally .yours,
the police did not interfere until
Board of Trustees, which hem been
J. W. ENGSTROM,
Sayan was reduced to a helpless
acting as the Editorial Board.
President. state.
Sayan, despite his heating, was
In regards to holding of Editorial Maritime Federation of the
Pacific Coast.
booked at the city jail on a disBoard meetings, it is Sometimes
orderly conduct charge, then re11
DAIRY - LUNCH .
into a National army. Other Books would be written, this leased on bail. Late in the day,
suffering from internal hemorrh•
time in English and a subjugated mass of Union Workers age and difficulty in seeing, he
would resist only to be shot down for a BREAK IN THE was admitted to the Seattle Gen•
eral Hospital for treatment.
MONOTONY OF CAMP LIFE.
Only after the second assault
MARKET
Killingers would spring up in San Francisco, in Seattle, and at the insistence of Sayan's
in San Pedro, in Portland and in every American port in companions were three of the
•
Teamster "goons" arrested.—Burt
response to the call of the Fascists.
Nelson, I. L. W. U. 1-19 Publicity
Committee.
There is only one defense.
Voice of the Federation,

$25,000 Bonus

SAN FRANCISCO

Murder As A Nazi Sport
"A battle with the Workers was for them an amusing
change from the monotonous life in camp."
This quotation, taken from Manfred von Killinger's
book—"Das Waren Kerle"—(Those Were Men) gives an
insight into the kind of beasts that are used as organized
Vigilantes to crush Union Labor in Germany by the Nazis.
The VOICE OF THE FEDERATION last week began an
expose of this vile book.
Thousands have read the first excerpts with incredulity.
Many others know from observation just how the brutal
Fascist leaders have ordered the slaughter of Union workers who had sufficient courage to resist degradation and
the loss of their economic rights.
In this issue of THE VOICE the reader will find other
quotations taken verbatim from the book. They were written by the man who now fills the .office of Nazi Consul in
San Francisco.
Killinger takes pride in the men who welcomed the opportunity of an attack on Union Workers. For slaughter
to them was a welcome break in the every day duties of
camp life.
The death of a few men, heads of families—men who
were engaged in industries so that their wives and children
might enjoy just the simplest comforts of life—meant sport
for the mercenary soldiers directed by the Killingers of
the Nazis.
Where resistance was met with, there we find the Vigilantes. Hand grenades, automatics, army rifles, any weapon that would bring quick death or mangled bodies were
brought into play.
When bodies lay on the floor of a raided meeting hall,
or in the street or on sidewalks following an attack by the
Vigilantes, the men and their leaders gloated.
IT WAS A BRAVE DEED.
Labor need not be reminded that the same conditions
which made such things possible in Germany exist in the
United States.

Bergoff Gangsters Ready
Where in Germany, the Vigilantes were recruited from
the ranks of professional soldiers, in this country we find
a nucleus for a Nazi army in the paid Gangsters recruited
by the Bergoffs.
Pay them $15 a day. Give them automatics, let them
out-number unarmed Union Workers 10 to 1 and slaughter
will follow just as Killinger describes so gleefully writing
as a Nazi leader.
Then the Fords and the Rands will rejoice. They have
received "adequate" protection and they can continue to
speed up the line and sell typewriters made by unorganized
scabs who are properly terrorized and impressed by the
power of the magnates.
In Germany the mercenary soldier spreads terror in
order that the Government might be unopposed in suppressing the rights of the people.
In America the Liberty Leaguers; the *Reactionary
groups; the Girdlers; the greedy profit-seeking industrialists are united for the purpose of smashing all Unions.
Did they dare they would organize Bergoff's gangsters

GRAND
3
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SOLIDARITY.
The Maritime Federation of the Pacific Coast has demonstrated its worth to the Labor world.

Attack Repulsed By Unions
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The Girdlers in San Francisco felt the lash and broke
up the Jungle camps where they had assembled the hired
Vigilantes. The time was not ripe for attack. Labor had
found the weapon. The Killingers slunk 'away. Murder
became a dangerous business. The Bergoff gangsters scattered to await a more favorable time to smash the Unions.
Read how Killinger describes them—
"They had no intention whatsoever of doing anything
else"—except to murder or to cripple Union Workers for
Pay and, for Pleasure.
When their leaders had performed faithfully they were
suitable rewarded.
SOME EVEN WERE SENT AS REPRESENTATIVES
OF THE NAZI GOVERNMENT TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES."
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eamen Draft Tentative
PARDON ONE
Plan For Constitution TO FREE FOUR

Shipowners
Propaganda
Fails In N. Y
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WALL STREET LABOR BOARD PERMITS
ADVISED TO CRAFT UNION MEMBERS
CLEAN HOUSE
TO VOTE SEPARATELY

GAINS POWER

El

Dispatchers' Re p orts
A.R.T.A.
4 assignments last week; 36 1
on the beach list.

NEW YORK (FP)—Sitdown action by the crew of the huge Pana*
*
*
ma Pacific liner Pennsylvania was
Kentucky Victims of Frame- narrowly averted in what National S.E.C. Chairman Shows How
M.C.& S.
up Get Aid From Workers Maritime Union officials called "a
Small Group of Members
Shipping a little better beWho Find New Evidence trap laid by the company to force
Manipulate Depress ion
cause of fishing fleet; 86 men
To Establish Forgery
the union into a strike situation
Prices for Own Ends
shipped.
which would involve the whole InWASHINGTON (FP)—Wall
Pardons by Christmas, 1937, for ternational Mercantile Marine."
M.E.B.A.
A hurry-up call from the crew Street was told to clean its own
the four Harlan County (Ky.) un2 employed, 5 replacements, 8
ion miners serving life in the fa- brought Joseph Curran, N.M.U. house or submit to a house cleannight engineers.
mous Evarts-battle cases will be general organizer, to the ship with ing by the federal government, in
*
*
*
sought by the Kentucky Miners a plea for the crew to "be smarter a statement issued here by Wm.
Douglas,
0.
chairman
shipowners
than
of
the
the
."
The
Securplea
Defense on the ground of newly
discovered evidence that these was heeded by the men, who re- ities and Exchange Commission.
Shipping very poor; a few
Douglas showed in his statement
men were framed up by anti-union turned to work.
men on Fish Reduction ships.
The
majority
decision
held
that
The crew had threatened strike that the highly organized members
coal interests,
• • •
two small craft units are separable union so as to admit craft memGov. A. B. Chandler will be action when it was learned that of the New York stock prices and
bers.
This
in
the
course
plant
which
has
was
10,000
decided
emon.
SCALERS
asked to hold an early pardon the company planned to withhold intimated that they were very
"It brought a protest from Frank
ployes, over 7,000 of whom are
Business very poor.
hearing, according to Herbert overtime pay _accumulated on the largely responsible for the current
members of an industrial union, the Morrison, secretary-treasurer of the
• • •
Mahler, secretary-treasurer of the last trip to the Pacific Coast and slump. The New York stock exUnited Auto Workers. Consequent- A. F. of L. When the Milwaukee
change
members
represent
the
Kentucky Miners Defense. Last back. Union officials got wind of
S.U.P.
ly, the board held, the maintenance Metal Trades Council refused to
December a delegation of 35, in- the company's plan and attempted wealthiest banking and industrial
199
men
shipped,
fair for this
seat
the
electricians and the firemen and
federal union delegates on
cluding prominent labor officials, to settle the overtime claims in groups in the country.
time of year.
March
14,
oilers
1937,
will
vote
the
separately
local
as
decided
to
"In 35 trading days between
With credentials received repre- relatives of the prisoners, and key order that the crew should not
• • •
August 16 and September 25 of whether they wish to be repre- to affiliate with the C.I.O. It did
senting more than 40,00 members witnesses, urged the Governor to be forced to act.
so
sented
local
as
248
of
with
the
the
United
production
Auto
em1
WAREHOUSEMEN
The union, which won a labor this year, 20 members alone acof local unions, predictions indicate liberate the four.
ployes in the UAW, a Committee Workers. By May 5, 1937, local 248 I Business very slow, expected
Mr. Chandler said "not enough board election several weeks ago counted for 16 per cent of the
a large representation at the Lafor Organization affiliate, or by had grown to 7,000. Negotiations
to pick-up.
bor's Non-Partisan League conven- evidence" had been submitted to by a vote of 2,563 to 170, has been total trading in United States their respettive
craft organizations, with the company led to a con*
Steel
S
*
Common
and 12 members
tion in San Francisco, December convince him. "Bolster up your negotiating with the I.M.M. for a
affiliated with the American Fed- tract."
alone
accounted
contract.
for
13
per
cent
in
told
record,"
the
delegation,
he
11 and 12.
BARGEMEN
eration of Labor.
HELD STRIKE POWER
"The company has been deliber- General Motors Common," Douglas
..In addition to local delegates, the "and I'll consider it further."
Very slow week.
In
his
Edwin
dissent
S.
Smith
Smiths
dissent
declared
was
on
ately stalling on negotiations," said.
San Mateo Central Labor Council,
HOLD PERJURY PROOF
• • •
the ground that permitting minori- that the "whole recent and signifiSHOWS EFFECT
Eureka Federated Trades Council,
"Well, we have 'bolstered up' the Curran said, "hoping against hope
cant history of sentiment regardties
themselves
set
to
apart
jeoparM. F. O. W.& W.
"Hens we see how extensively
Contra Costa Central Trades and record," Mahler declares, "and we that the seamen could be induced
dizes the interests of the majority. ing collective bargaining in the
los jobs.
Labor Council, Bay Area District are ready to go before Governor to strike and thereby give the the members tend to concentrate
Such a procedure he termed a Allis-Chalmers plant points to the
Council No. 2 of the Maritime Chandler with overwhelming evi- company grounds for asking Con- their activities in the stocks which "pseudo-de
emergence of the industrial type
mocratic method."
Federation and .the San Francisco dence of the insocence of the Har- greats for coercive legislation. This are so-called market leaders, stocks
Claims of the federation that the union as the choice of the overwhole
plan,
we
the
understand
price
, was
movements in which unJoint Board of the International lan miners. Thousands of miles of
plant should be divided into eleven whelming mass of the employes.
Ladies Garment Workers have al- travel by defense investigators has hatched at a secret meeting of doubtedly have a tremendous ef- craft
units were disregarded by This strongly marked tendency decertain
shipowners
where
fect
it
upon
was
the general trend of
ready elected delegates.
resulted in finding indisputable
the
board.
Six of these crafts did veloped before the entrance of the
Calls to the convention together proof of the perjury used in the decided that the N.M.U. had to be prices," Douglas continued.
DEMANDS APOLOGY
not intervene in the proceedings C.I.O. union into the picture."
licked—and
in
short
order."
"The
most arresting data comDec. 1, 1937.
with credentials have been sent trials.
Smith pointed out that "by not
and the claims of the others were
piled in the recent New York stock
Voice of the Federation,
to every local union in the state.
The prisoners are W. B. Jones,
disallowed on the grounds that identifying the interests of its
exchange study, however, concern
Dear Sirs and Brothers:
Local uniona and organizations who was secretary of the Everts
they did not show sufficient mem- members with the great majority
short selling. It is revealed that
The following was adopted at
that function like unions( farmers, local of the United Mine Workers
bership. In the case of the elec- of the employes, this particular
short selling represented as much
the last regular meeting of the
unemployed, etc.) are permitted of America; Chester Poore, Jim
trical workers and the firemen and craft could, in its own interest,
as 31 per cent of the total trading
Sailors' Union of the Pacific at
one delegate for every 500 mem- Reynolds, and Al Benson. They
oilers the decision finds that there take action which would throw
in
one
Headquarters in San Francisco,
of these market leaders and
bers or fraction. However, each were convicted of conspiracy to
was enough evidence of member- thousands of persons out of work
constituted almost a quarter of the
and ordered printed in the Voice.
union is allowed a minimum of two murder three coal-company gunship to warrant affording the and hamper greatly the attempt
trading
Will you please comply?
in all five stocks. Of this
delegates.
Men who were killed when they
BALTIMORE, Nov. 30.—Fourgroups opportunity to choose be- of the majority to achieve stable
TO THE MEMBERSHIP: In the
Central labor bodies and district attacked a strike picket line with teen seamen who "sat down" in amount 46 per cent, or almost half
tween the smaller units and the employment under collective bar.
last meeting of District Council
councils are given two delegates, rapid-fire guns in 1931.
sympathy with longshoremen on of the entire volume of short sales, production units.
gaining.
No. 2 a motion was put on the
and occupational and fraternal orLabor unions and sympathizers strike in a foreign port were in- was done by members for their
"Again, if the interests of the
The company manufactures
floor by Stuyvelaer of the Clerks
ganizations are permitted one dele- throughout the country are being dicted by a Federal, Grand Jury own account."
heavy industrial and farm machin- craft group and, the industrial
and seconded by Garcia of the
In his statement Douglas called
gate. Offices cif the league have asked by the Defense to do three today for conspiracy to revolt and
ery. It built and installed four of group are not welded in the colScalers which is quoted here from
upon
the
stock exchange to justify
been opened at 1124 Randall Court, things: 1. Write Gov. A. B. Chand- "unlawfully and feloniously enlective bargaining process, it may
Its existence. At the present time, the world's largest hydraulic turthe minutes: "That the District
Los Angeles; 525 Talbert St., Mar- ler, Frankfort, Ky., appealing to deavoring to Make a revolt."
bines at Boulder Dam and its net well happen that if the major group Council
he
said,
condemn the various forms
he has doubts as to the
tinez and 973 Indian Rock Road, him to grant unconditional pardons
Both charges against the memincome in 1936 was in excess of sought to exercise economic pres- of
'red-bai
desirability
ting', 'black-baiting', 'A.
Berkeley.
of
assigning
to
the
ex- $4,000,000.
to these prisoners; 2. Write to bers of the crew of the Governsure by means of strike, this minF. of L. baiting' and 'S.U.P. baitThe state office of the League U. S. Senator Robert M. LaFol- ment-owned freighter Algic were changes such a vital role in the
ority group through its ability to
• CRAFTS OPPOSE
ing.'"
nation's economic affairs.
Is located at 83 McAllister St., San lette, Washington, D.C., urging him made under the Admiralty
mutiny
keep power flowing in the plant
"A
works
council
was
set
up
at
Harry Bridges, in opposing the
Francisco. The convention will to extend the investigation of Har- statutes.
GUARD THE SCALES
the West Allis plant on June 1," by abstaining from strike, would motion, said:
open at 10 A.M., on December 11, lan by his committee to include
"I
have
always
Four others who participated in
regarded the
the board's decision declared in tend to weaken joint action."
"I am opposed to passing this
in Polk Hell of the San Francisco the 1931-32 frame-up murder trials: the sitdown strike at
Montevideo, stock exchange as the scales upon citing the history
The division of the board on the
of collective barmotion because not only are the
Civic Auditorium. Convention 8'. Send money to the Kentucky Uruguay, last September 10, and which that great national resource,
Issue is regarded as significant beofficials of the Sailors' Union
headquarters are located in the Ho- Miners Defense, 75 Fifth Avenue, who subsequently fled the ship, Invested capital, is weighed and gaining at the plant. "Dissatisfac- cause of the
number of pending phoney
tion with it resulted in the formaand finky but the entire
tel Whitcomb, 1231 Market St., San New York City, to keep up the. were named as coconspirators, but, evalued," he said. "Scales of such
tion of several craft organizations. cases presenting the same ques- membership as well."
Francisco.
for lack of jurisdiction, were not importance must be tamper proof,
fight. ,
"The International Brotherhood tion. One such case is that of the
WORK ON DRAFT
The below signed members who
A new 36-page pamphlet, "Bloody indicted. Three were arrested in with no concealed springs, and of Electrical
It is the
Workers *was partic- Celanese Corp. in Cumberland, have been through the 1934 strike,
opinion of the committhere
must
be
Brooklyn
no
Harlan,"
laying
had
and
from
the
the
may
be
fourth
on
in
of
Jacktee that within
ularly active in its own behalf and Md., in which the International the tanker strike, the eteamschoo
IN MEMORIAM
ten days, a rough
hands. Such scales must not be
nDefense for 10 cents. It cites ex- sonville, Fla.
In
encouraging organization of Association of Machinists and the er lockout- and the 1981-37 strike,
utilized by the insille few to the
cerpts from the official records
other craft units. Under a plan of International Brotherhood of Elec- feel that there is no ground for
Editor, Voice of the Federation:
detriment of the outside many."
showing that various prosecution
Class B membership the brother- trical Workers have asked for an any statement of that kind, Just
Statistics quoted by Douglas
1;1 On October 20th we received the witnesses testified to one set of
hood
took in everyone in the elec- election in which their members because we, the membership, do
The F.mvorjte Place
tended to show that the scales had
= appalling news of death to Howard "facts" in one trial and altered
trical
department, including some can vote on a graft basis.
not believe in being dictated to by
been heavily weighted from the bePotts, our shipmate and brother their testimony in later trials to
Snappy Entertainment
400
to
500 not usually classed as
Bridges and Company, does not
ginning
(MC&S).
in
His demise grieves us help convict the several defendthe favor of the "inside
.1 BEER • WINE
skilled electricians. The brothermean that we are finks or phonies.
FINE FOOD
few."
and our thoughts are with his ants.
-hood's organization peak was in
We therefore demand that Harry
mother in her bereavement.
Douzlas' statement confined itWASHINGTON, Nov. 30 —John
1935. Subsequently it began to lose
Bridges apologize at the next
self to merely warning Wall Street
The Crew, SS President Garfield.
L. Lewis, chairman of the Commitmembers.
Monday night's meeting of the
that it must do something to clean
tee for Industrial Organization, and
"The International
Sailors' Union of the Pacific for
Moulders'
house. The only suggestion made
William Green, president of the
Union, although 1000 foundry workmaking such slanderous and misSAN PEDRO
was to the effect that a disinterAmerican Federation of Labor,
ers were eligible, never succeeded
leading
statements.
Featuring that Famous Sings.
ested person on a salary basis
John Galsworthy's drama, "Jusagreed tonight to meet face to face
In organizing more than 150 empore Sling—by
We further demand that this be
WASHING
(FP)
SubpoeTON
—
tice"
presented
was
its Originator—
might be preferable as chairman
last Wednesin an attempt to adjust the differployes. The International Associaprinted in the West Coast Sailors
Chao. (Red)
nas have been 'served upon officials
day night before one of the largest
of the New York stock exchange.
Eisenberg, Mgr.
ences now existing between their
and the Voice of the Federation
tion
of
Machinists likewise did not audiences ever gather
of employer and vigilante organiHis statement was regarded as an
in the Aloerival union factions.
succeed in creating an effective orzations by the Senate civil liberzax Theatre under the auspices of (Signed):
answer to Wall Street critics who
The two leaders were scheduled
•-•-••-•-•-•-••-•
ganization.
R. J. NICOSIA,
ties committee, it was announced
the San Francisco Federal Theater
have been attacking SEC regulato meet at 10 a.m. Thursday.
"A federal union, started in the Project.
E. HENDERSHOTT,
here, in furtherance of ,the comtions, as the cause of the slump.
Dine and Drink
Green will be accompanied by
fall of 1935, made little progress
mittee's study of interference with
A. F. ANDERSON,
The play is about a law clerk
BILL MULLIGAN'S
George M. Harrison, chairman of
until the impatience of the men in who turned
the rights of labor to organize and
forger and gives the
After all allowance, it remains
R. D. KIRICCONNELL,
the three-man APL peace commitother units with the absence of devious route
bargain collectively.
true to say that Russia's economic
of his life.
R. D. McNALLY,
tee, which has been negotiating unconcrete
results
led
to
a
move
in
Groups which have been sumThe horrifying ordeal of appreactivity has increased amazingly
successfully with the C.I.O. for six
E. THORNCLIFF,
the late summer of 1936 to expand hension,
moned to produce books and rectrial, prison, release on
In the last two decades."—The
weeks in an attempt to end the 2the jurisdiction of the federal
S. NORRIS,
ords include the National .Civic
parole, re-instatement in society,
Economist, London.
44 Federation, the Constitutional Edu- year-old labor war.
operation of English justice, comR. W. JOHNSON,
Philip Murray, chairman of the
cational League, the National Asplete frustration and death are
HERMAN PAULS,
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Such is the tentative proposal
eing considered by the Seamen's
'onstitutional Committee now conned in San Francisco for the
est week.
An industrial union for all seamen in the United States—the Pa!lc Coast, the Atlantic and Gulf,
and the Great Lakes,
not pattern'
on the idea of the old I.S.U. of
super-union to which all seaell's unions were loosely affiliad—but one closely united union
unctioning as a national .unit.
The cominittee will propose that
the union be divided into
two
inciple districts—the Pacific
Coast District, and the Eastern
istrict, which would be comprised
of the Great Lakes, the
Atlantic,
d Gulf,
COMPLETE AUTONOMY
The draft constitution now being
eDared will provide for complete
district autonomy in the matter of
lling and terminating strikes, in
the collection and disburseme
nt of
ads, in the disposition of all
unds and properties, the initiation
new members, and in all other
istrict matters.
There would be set up a national
uncil of an equal number of representatives from each district.
wever the Powers of such. council would in no
way approximate
e dictatorial powers
once exereised by the now defunct
Intertional Seamen's Union and its
.,ectitive board: .
The Committee,
after an exhause analysis of ways
and means
to secure the
greatest possible
nount of fairness and
equality
between the now widely separated
asts, has arrived at. some denote proposition
s which will in all
obability solve the question of
omination of one grOup over the
other.
•
However. until the draft is ready
for publication
only a general oute of the plan
of the new industrial union has been
disclosed.
Participating in the committee
e Roland Perry, representing
the
ational Maritime Union, Deck,
and Stewards Divisions,
f om New
York City; Clarence
imeron, representing the Inlandboatmen's Union of the Pacific
est; Robert Fitzgerald,
Secretary pro tem
of the Marine Fireen's, Oilera' Watertende
rs' and
Wipers' Association of the. Pacific
'oast; and Paul I3oyles,
repreeent-ze' the Marine
Cooks and StewBrae Association of
the Pacific
ast.

draft of their proposals will be
laid before the membership of all
the seamens unions.
Contrary to previously published
reports, the C.I.O, is not participating in the deliberations of the
committee. Louis Goldblat, C.I.O.
representative who attended the
preliminary conversations, stated
emphatically that the matter of
planning the new seamen's union
and drafting its proposed constitution would be left entirely up to
the seamen themselves, and the
C.I.O. would under no circumstances interfere.

Majority Decision Opposed On Grounds That
Such Action Contains Threat to Thousands
Of Other Employes
WASHINGTON (FP). — Handing down its most important decision to date, the National Labor
Relations
Board here ordered an election at the Allis-Chalmers
facturing Co. at West Allis, Wis., on a partially craftManubasis.
The election order was vigorously attacked in the first
portant dissenting opinion ever issued by a memberimof
the board.
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law and the rights of the workers to the support of the locked-out
Last week the fish reduction sheet were acting as stool-pigeons
THE MARITIME FEDERATION: men have been called out on difAnother proof, if another proof that the rank and file of Mobile o join a union of their own choos- warehousemen, realizing that this ships began to take on crews and trying to frame him and send him
)e needed, that the San Francisco have shaken off Ryan and his gang ing, Dave Beck, Czar of West Coast is not only an attack upon the I.L. leave port, to reduce some poor back to San Quentin. Also, he ob- There has been a lot of ink wasted ferent jobs and taken down in the
›ntral Labor Council is controlled of labor leeches, there is no doubt 'Teamsters, has carried out the W.U. but is an a ttace upon tee sardines into oil and fertilizer. jected to the rag comparing him by the "Dirty Dozen" trying to tell hold of the ships and shown piliy a group which will go to anY that It will not be long before hreat to close five Seattle ware- entire progressive labor movement However, when the Currier, Santa with A. M. Murphy, the stool-pi- the rank and file that your officials fered cargo wrapped up in the
are out to break up the Federation. men's jackets and scattered about
engths in their attempt to retain the remainder of the Gulf and houses, in an attempt to force the and if successful will nullify every Inez, Manatawny and American geon. He stated In 27 years
of
The members who were at the the ship. The employer side of the
heir control and thwart the wishes Eastern Sea Board will follow in employers of these five concerns provision of the Wagner Act.
Fisher were ready to leave, the going to sea and being in this
GET "FINK" CONTRACT
mass meeting at the Bowl a couple Labor Relations Committee served
)f the true rank and file of the the footsteps of Mobile and swing o throw away their union books
issue wasn't whether the fish organization since 1914, he hadn't
of weeks ago had an opportunity notice on your representatives at
Disclosure of the "fink" contract
abor movement, was given last into the C.I.O. to democratic min- and join the racketeer-controlled
would be hurt as they were re- seen a more •anti-union sheet that
to see for themselves just who are the last meeting that any man
that was forced upon the unsusrriday, when the Labor Council tent progressive unionism.
teamster's union.
duced to oil and fertilizer. The called itself a union paper.
the ones that are trying to break caught taking cargo off the ships
toted to seat a delegate from I.L.
Eastern longshoremen are beginBy this action Beck has not only pecting employes of the jurisdic- issue was, can the company call
The people putting it out were
it up.
k. 38-151 ("Cocky") Mallen,•Preei- Ding to awaken and are carrying challenged the NLRB and the Fed- tional bound drug companies—a for the old crew on the 14th day, challenged to show one
or docks wOuld not be allowed to
constructIn one of their bulletins it is work for that company in the fulent, "Fat" McKenna, "Red" Ken- on an intensive job action cam- eral Government, he is now chal- contract that takes away, instead and turn them to on the
ive
thing
in
it.
Not one single man
15th and
stated. that the San Pedro office ture. The Union cannot defend men
redy, Kulberg, Goulet and Bill paign to better their conditions lenging the very rights of work- of insuring, the rights of workers— 16th days. To complicate matters stepped forward or said
a word in
this
of
absurdity
of the Federation is closed because who are caught pilfering and we
Ryan
reewis, etc.. The
ers to earn a livlihood without pay- was made today by the interna- further, the 15th day was a holi- its defense.
and to enforce the agreement
the
iction, seating a paper organiza- signed hut neglects to enforce. The ing him tribute. With the full co- tional Warehousemen and Long- day.
longshoremen have not paid hope this notice will be sufficient
Brother Fitzgerald was given a
their per capita tax but this is a warning to our members.
Jon organized solely for the vi- Eastern and Gulf longshoremen operation of the employers he has shoremen's Union.
The other side countered the unanimous vote of confidence and
lie, as our per capita to the FedThe contract was made, written holiday argument
!ious purpose of disruption among are on the move and it don't look forced 250 workers, who are memby showing that pledge of full support.
COLLECTIONS: Members have
eration is paid up until November.
in active union, by the Council is any too good for Ryan and his bers of the I.L.W.U. Warehouse- and conceived by officials of the If one's card expires on Sunday,
called
to our attention that collecUNITY
CLOSER
As far as the office closing is condrug companies and by A. F. of L. he can't ship on
iasily apparent when the facts are leeches.
men's Union into the streets.
it Monday, but
tions for different things and perBrother
Roland
Berry,
represent?xamined.
cerned, did the rank and file ever
Although the NLRB is at the "labor dictators." The first reac- must get a new card. A few speCENTRAL PAY OFFICE
sons are being taken up in the
ing the East Coast and Lakes N. have a
In the first place, there are at
chance to say that a pie
Final arrangements for the es- present time conducting a hear- tion of Warehouse union officials, cial meetings were held and conhiring hall of late. We believe' that
M.
U.
on
the
Arrangements
Comtwenty
or
card job would be made in each
most, only about ten
tablishment of a central pay office ing for the purpose of determining upon seeing the contract, was the siderable
controverse
resulted, mittee for the January 17th
men can give to anything that they
Con- port for the officials to hold
nen actually members. Labor for San Francisco were made at which union represents the em- utterance of the plea "God help with the last crew returned
con- want, but we
to stitutional Convention, which
believe that collecwill
them
gives
Council, however,
ferences with minority groups that
a meeting of the California Un- ployes in the five closed ware- the workers if contracts like this work compelled to return and a be held
tions taken up in our halls should
in San Francisco, gave a are out to wreck a
redit for a membership of 100. Al. employment
upon
them."
are
to
be
forced
inmember Union? be
Reserves Commission house, the five companies
new crew shipped.
e
sponsored by our , Union .after
brief report to the meeting on the
How many times has the PresiThe most startling part of the
Ite same time, a comparison of and the Shipowners' Associatiore volved have signed closed shop
The rank and file finally decidInvestigation.
Collection sheets
progress being made. His report dent or Secretary of
eris action, seating a representa- Henry Schmidt acted on behalf of contracts with the Teamsters Un- agreement is a clause that states ed that in view of
the Maritime
the unemploy- was well received by
have been sent out by the Secrethe
memwhile
Federation ever come to this port
Live of a gang of disrupters,
this local, while San Pedro was ion, and have announced to their that "starting and quitting time is ment prevailing, and in order to bership.
tary in the past when the cause is
or even tried to build up the Fedmisting delegates representing 13,- represented at this meeting by employes that regardless of what to be at reasonable discretion of have more
equitable rotation of
worthy and we think that this is
Seventeen
hundred
votes
have
pro
will
eration? District 38 of the ILA
AO militant union men
their president, Roy Donnelly and decision is made by the NLRB, the the employer." And then, not satis- jobs, and to force the companies
the
best policy.
thus far been cast on the C.I.O. boasts that
vide many a bona fide union mem- Joe Simmons. At a previous meet- employes must join the Teamsters fied with giving the employers the to stop laying off
they want to build a
men indiscrim- and National Unity
FRISCO
WORK SLOW: Word
Conference,
in
taste
strong Maritime Federation. It
ber with a dark brown
ing the commission had endorsed Union before they can return to priviLege of working their help any. inately, that this rule whereby a
has been received from San Franbased
on
latest
the
check
of
tally
its mouth which will last for some the plan, but desired to work out work.
seems
funny
after they had their
time of the day or night, the graci- man could return to the ship with.cisco that work has fallen off there
sheets.
Lime. Not one of these men are in further detail the methods
chance and failed that a small
The five concerns involved are ous A. F. of L. adds the phrase in 14 days should be done away
and advising against any members
Honolulu Branch has not yet sent group of dead
working, while none of them are whereby payments would be made the McKesson-Stewart-Holmes Drug that, should a holiday come during with.
heads trying to tell
By a vote of about 600 to in their
visiting that port until work picks
tally sheets which will the rank and
represented by any agreement now
file through their unto unemployment and old age pen- Co.,— the.. McKesson - Blumauer - the week, the employes may be 25, that shipping rule was marked bring
up. San Francisco is taking care
it up another two hundred. wanted mail how
In effect.
to build up a
Frank Drug Co., the West Coast worked the remaining days of the off the book; which doesn't help
sion funds.
of a large number of brothers from
Only two more week§ of balloting strong
Harry Curtis, the gentleman
Federation.
Bemis
week—without
overtime
pay
Co.,
the
—to
They
office
Drug
Wholesale
single
have
Under the plan, a
the sardines one way or another.
the Northwest where work is really
on the C.I.O.; it closes December shown
seated by the Council is a true
that they don't believe in
will be established by the Ship- Bros. Bag Co., and the West Coast make up for the day they had off. S. P. C. A. take note.
slack on account of the lumber in14th (60 days). Dereend the right the
representative of the gang at 113.
majority
ruling
and
and
Co.
The
A.
F.
of
b.
agrees
to
act
as
the
only
longshoremen
Kalsomine
owners at which
SCANDAL SHEET FALSELY OB- to vote in your port.
dustry being tied up.
His record speaks for itself. He others who are employed by the
way the Federation can ever be a
These concerns, in opposing the a strike breaking agency in the TAINING
NAMES AND MONEY
was among those who attended the several companies will receive petition of Local 1-19, I.L.W.U., be- event the employes in CIO organVOTING: Voting on the short
S. U. P. OFFICIALS'
success is through majority rule.
The thing that generated the
special meeting held at the Hotel
SAILORS PICKET SHIP: The referendum ballot will start MonSKULLDUGGERY
their wages. It is anticipated that fore the NLRB are using every ized branches or plants go on strike most resentment was the recent
Whitcomb, June 16, 1934, to try to
Port Committeeman Yates report- Sailors' Union had a picket line on day, 6 A. M., and continue until
the final clearing of these effort to prolong and delay the to better their conditions. In other issue of the scandal sheet,
with
w
"West
put Ryan's phoney agreement over details, the long awaited Pay Of- hearing, apparently with the hope words, the A. F. of L. agrees that
ed that the S. U. P. hall shipped the "San Pedro" last Saturday and 8 P. M. Wednesday. There is no
d
Coast Firemen." Member after
at the afternoon membership meetrice will become a reality around that they may thus weaken the In the event the ILWU warehouse- member took the floor and told a pumpman for the Baldbutte. the longshoremen once again show- fine for not voting on a short balIng held at Eagles Hall.
the beginning of next year, with pbsitions of their locked-out em- men should go on strike in San how Quinn in Pedro and Bruitte Yates told the company if they ed that when a member union of lot, but we believe that every Man
Those who attended that memthe possibility that it may be lo- ployes and force them to accept Francisco, Oakland or Los Angeles, in Seattle were obtaining signa- want to move their ship they bet- the Federation needed our support should come in and cast a vote as
bership meeting will remember '
cated in the south portion of the memebrship in the Teamsters Un- for improved wages or working tures for this sheet under false ter get rid of that S. U. P. pump- they would get it. The "San Pedro" this is the best way for the rank
that Curtis led the fight for Ryan
man. The company, fearing a picket is a small boat that hauls canned and file to express their views on
ion. Additional charges of dis- conditions, that the A. F. of L. pretenses, such as
Ferry Building.
it being "the
and his personal agreement, and
line,
sent him back to the S. U. P. fish up from Mexico and was Rail- the different things to be voted on.
unfair
labor
practhe
crimination
and
notify
public
that
the
would
ALASKA FISHERMEN
official paper," that a Black Gang
was the only one to get up and
should re- tices have been filed against three management was fair to organized News , was going to be put out, hall, and one was shipped through ing without a union crew aboard. Dues must be paid for October to -I
fishermen
Alaska
All
attempt to defend "Our Joe" Ryan.
the M. F. 0. W. hall.
The boat was tied up until Monday vote and members are warned that
labor, both locally and nationally. and that "the rank and
member to attend their recessed of the five concerns involved.
file were
Curtis said, "Come on Boys, play
The membership wonder what morning when the Captain ordered a delinquent list will be put out in
AID FROM DORE
FEDERATION JOKER
DeFriday,
meeting,
membership
going
to put out a paper," etc.
fair—give Joe a break—let's hear
the S. U. P. would do if the Black a crew from the Sailors Union and the next week or so.
Beck is also being aided and
The "laugh" of the contract
cember 3, 1937, at 8 p. m.
Ships' crews who had signed the
what he has to say."
Gang started shipping A.B.'s—well, then the ship was discharged.
abetted by his Nazi-loving puppet comes in part (e), section 1, when sheet and gave
BOOKS: After Saturday, NovemPROVED
FRAMEUP
money, sent in
It takes a lot more than a dozen
PILFERING: On Eieveral differ- ber 27, at noon, all new books in
so who sits in the Mayor's office in it blandly states: "The Federation signed letters of repudiation, name- there is no danger.
sow,
you
"As;
adage
old
The
an
disrupters and their stooges,
A letter was received by the ent occasions lately your Patrol- the ILWU will be issued by the
reap," was proven true Seattle—Johnny Dore. Dore has (meaning, of course, the friendly ly the "APizonian" and the "Taleoffice, three or four officers, and a shall you
Membership Committee until the
work- placed the Seattle Police Dept. at hilt horrible A. F. of L. officialdom) mancre", stating that if they knew West Coast men on the beach in
WPA
nine
when
week,
last
Perhaps
charter to make a union.
Philadelphia, protesting vigorously ever
next
police
Beck's
Seattle
regular meeting of the Local.
disposal
and
juristhere
shall
be
no
agrees
that
atthe
in
involved
recently
cut for on one turning of the
they were going for such a scabby
the Council needs some enlighten- ers
against Lundeberg's agent Hockey
When you go on a job be sure the
the are openly assisting the Teamster dictional disputes with regard to anti-rank and file rag they
pack
to
Ferguson
of
card.
tempt
a
would
ment on this subject, but it is
meeting were discharg- "Goon" squads in their attack upon the representatives with whom the not have put their names to it. A shipping S. U. P. men down from
One hundred and twenty-seven man you work with belongs to
certainty that when the rank and Firemen's
New York to Philly to man the
this union.
warehousemen.
the
ldcked-out
shall deal at any such dozen or so others wrote
the
employer
on
acting
officials,
WPA
hours
by
overtime was collected from
ed
out refile realize the implications of this
United
Fruit'e
Zacapa
out
to
San
protest
have
been
Resolutions
of
business
with
respect
to
Worker's
of
place
the
by
BUTTONS: One hundred of the
brought
Bombay when the "Polk" pulled
pudiations and similarly pointed
action they will bitterly resent this charges
Francisco. This letter was signed out into the harbor
union. adopted by the Seattle Industrial any matter hereunder, and in case out that their names were
worker's
new
WPA
dress buttons arrived SaturAlliance,
to
on
take
obtained
hypocritical mockery of all true
by many S. U. P., M. F. 0. W. and
day, but didn't last very long. The
of these men followed Labor Council, by the Northwest of such dispute, the employer shall fraudulently.
Discharge
water.
Dollar
learned
that
pulling
Curtis,
of
seating
The
unions.
labor
M. C. S. Also a letter from the En- out in the
investigation of their activities Labor Unity Coordinating Commit- be required to deal with the Federaharbor is not going to new buttons will be coming in
The Black Gang of the "Montea member of a paper union, smells an
gine
Division of the N. M. U. by sea. Overtime was also
unions.
Deby
many
local
tee
and
desigtion
or
representatives
packed
itself,
the
with
connection
in
collected small quantities just as fast as
rey"
(40
names)
sent
Blue
in
a
resoluthe
time
the
like
much
very
Moe Byne was read, wherein on the
all of these vicious attacks, nated by it."
spite
that
charges
on
also
and
meeting,
"Hoover"
for
oilers
clean- they can be made up and we hope
tion
from
Honolulu demanding
Book was seated in the Counncil
Lundeberg gave orders to Hookey ing stations.
In other words, should the em- that these disrupters issuing
to have one for every member in
were attempting to organize the membership of the I.L.W.U.
they
"repthat
union
the
the
'34—as
before
to ship these men; and the Shipholding solid.
Warehousemen
is
dif"American
have
ployer
and
the
employe
a
the
short time.
union,
company
Company
still
sailing
over
deck
a
sheet at least put their names on
resented" the men. John O'Conowners were thus saved $4,000, be- engineer on the Coastwise AgreeMany labor organizations, both. ferences—such as the employer It so the rank and
WPA Workers," in
of
Association
least,
WORKING RULES COMMITfile
shipowners,
at
will
know
tiell and the
cause not a single man on the ment.
dismissing a worker for union ac- who their enemies are. The
opposition to the Worker's AMTEE: The next meeting of the
resoMid it did,
ship will now get transportation
pated, together with other super- tivities, or because the worker was lution carried unanimously.
ance.
A beef on the "Wilmoto" was Working Rules Committee will be
MOBILE GOES C.I.O.
or bonus.
at
supervisor
believe
that
he
foolish
enough
to
Williams,
a
organize
Verne
to
visors,
In
an
attempt
settled when the company agreed held Tuesday afternoon, November
Final proof that our old friend
SHIPOWNERS SUPPORT SHEET
The Philadelphia N. M. U., to- to put in a cash transportation 23. The
Fleishhacker Zoo project, and a rival company union to the Work- could join any union of his own
Committee will meet in
Kay, one of the patrolmen, pointJoseph ("Our Joe") P. Ryan and the
gether with the West Coast men rider for 133 buelts plus five days the
were
foreman,
settle
choice—the
employer
would
McGuire
a
Alliance,
a
plot
worn
threader's;
Jerry
I.L.W.U, hall in .the morning
his racketeer and gangster pals no
ed out that the American-Hawaon the beach were going to picket wages. The crew figured she was before
in both schemes, go- bare with use and that failed mis- the difficulty in a conference with
goipg into session with the
longer have control of the long- ring leaders
iian, Dollar, Matson and pther ofthe ship, but the N. M. U. District being laid up, on the East Coast,
and
men
without
even
their
of
L.
officials,
F.
A.
among
Very
likely
these
wasterably.
men
about
ing
employer's.
shore locals on the Eastern and
fices, are full of these sheets. S. U.
Committee advised against It, as although the representatives promtelling them that if they went to ed no time after their dismissal inviting the grieved employ.e to set' P. patrolmen
AVERAGE HOURS: The DisGulf ports was brought forcefully
circulate them on the it
would only serve to create a ised it wouldn't—but it took a little
Hall,
Garibaldi
in.
meeting
at
to
113
Steuart
getting
down
in
the
patchers report the following
home when the Mobile, Alabama,
ships, and they are also put on
greater
to
division
were
between
the
books
S. U. 'pressure to make sure their promShould the employe be loyal and
Street and adding to the stench
hours averaged by the different
longshoremen's local made formal where the phoney
the tankers.
P. and the East Coast.
•
they would be given already emanating therefrom lead- live up to the terms of the conise was carried out. According to categories in the union for the
application for a C.I.O. charter. be issued, that
A letter by the Ladies' AuxiliA
motion
beer,
was
passed
in the the S .U. P. crew on there, Lundeand lots of
ing the 113 Boys to make the as- tract, he would be subject to dis- ary,
last four-week period:
The charter was immediately is- a free dinner
condemning this rag, was read.
meeting to investigate these men berg figured it was a bum beef,
they later would be taken sertion that there had been a missal for the slightest whim of
Ship gangs, 33%; Dock gangs,
This same letter was passed unansued to the local and from now on, and that
upon arrival.
Firemen's Union.
large rush of new members—yes, his boss. Or, as the contract states imously by
but Brother Yates bided his time 31%; Jitney drivers, 331
they will be known as I. L. W. U. into the
/
4; LumberDistrict Council No. 2
A unanimous pledge of support and when the sailing hour apBoth of these men also partici- all nine of them. There is another it, he could be dismissed for: 1.
men, 321
/
4; Winchdrivers, 29%.
District No. 2—Local No. 1. Now
of the Maritime Federation (which
was
voted
to
the
Scalers Union proached the company saw the
adage which states, "Birds of a Insubordination; 2, Dishonesty; 3.
Work has fallen off considerconstitutes 60 per cent of the enwhen they appeared and told how light and all departments got a
feather flock together, and there Incompetency; 4. Failure to per•
ably in the dock tube and the Distire Maritime Federation). This letofficials
of
the
S.
U.
P.
are taking rider.
is small likelihood that "Cock- form work as required; 5. Or bepatchers are working out a proter carried unanimously.
DOuglas 9303
their work on the docks.
Eye" will overlook such fine union cause of a bona fide change in
PACKERS GET SKIDS
GArfield 2903
gram to move the dock tube faster
Brother Fitzgerald spoke of its
timber.
policy; or could be fired after be- disruptive role
The San Francisco WPA district and to try to equalize the earnings
TELEPHONE BILLS
and showed how by
RALPH STOKES
MOONEY MASS MEETING
ing given two weeks notice if he shouting
upon
charges from the Firemen's of the men. Things like this can't
The
Auditing
Cpminittee
reportYou.
Serve
"commisar"
To
at
him,
this
100% Union-20 Employees
A great mass meeting will be had worked more than five years,
QUALITY FOOD AND REFRESHMENTS.
discredited clique putting out this ed on the great cut in expenses. Union and Workers' Alliance, fired be adjusted over night, so give the
held in San Francisco, Sunday, De- or one week's notice if he had
The average telephone bill of $140 Project Superintendent Verne Wil- dispatcher's it little time to work
WE CASH YOUR PAY CHECKS—NO CHARGE.
cember
5, at 2 p. m. to carry the worked two to five years. Under
per month is now $45.59. Printing, liams and eight other WPA com- out a solution to the problem.
F.
THIRD and TOWNSEND,S.
the A. F. of L, or not.
case of this innocent union brother two years service he could he fired
which used to cost $34.50, for 4000 pany union leaders of the packing
Ernie Bowen, Temporary PresiEach warehouseman was required
•
of the Firemen's meeting with the dent; Tom Brown, Temporary SecI forward to the Supreme Court. without notice.
by employers and Teamsters Union receipts, or 40 receipt books, is
Governor Elmer Benson, of MinneIn effect, Warehouse union offinow cut to 10,000 receipts, or 100 phoney books, at the time when retary.
officials to sign this illegal contract
sota, friend of labor, and a fighter cials pointed out, the only thing
they were allegedly instructed to
before returning to work under the receipt books, for $35.54, almost
for human rights, will speak on the contract accomplishes is to give
vote for Malone for chairman and
LUNCHES AND BARS
three times as cheap.
truce agreement. As a result the
Moeney's behalf. Labor of San the A. F. of L. bureaucrats another
Petty cash, for which a $100 vote for refusing to give steam to
ST.
566-3rd
and
ST.
FRONT
N. L. R. B. has filed charges of un245
Francisco must turn out 100 per "dues paying group of starved
entry per week for months and longshoremen in the teamsters
I
,
San Francisco
fair labor practices against the
PIER 7
100% UNION
cent strong to welcome Governor workers." None of the employee
months is made, is cut to $50 per fight to break. the Federation.
Drug Warehouse employers.
Benson and to continue the fight that the contract governs had any
They were all employed on the
week. This includes all the minor
..
•
•
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it is won. Labor must not rest visions, and they were not allowed of an
Fraternally yours,
week to week.
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he
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of
until these men are free, and I. L. to read or discuss it. The contract
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WALTER J. STACK,
These figures are taken from
the ILWU is
W. U. men in particular should was signed by the A. F. of L. and warehouse owners
For Publicity Committee.
the bookkeeper, Brother Dolan,
Is
give their support in this fight the employers and the workers sponsoring a Mass Meeting Tues- who promises to have the figures
against reaction by turning out en were told, in effect, that they could day night at 8 o'clock at Senator on the telegraph bills for next
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ADDITIONAL RANK AND FILE LETTERS

•

IMO^.

Editor:
This in reply to the letter of Edwin 0. Robe, S.U.P. No. 1769, published in the last issue of the
Voice under the caption "Webster's Record,"
In his zeal to condemn Webster,
Brother Robe departs from his subject of Webster's record to make
certain entirely false statements
:garding one, H. Russell, strike
Publicity, and the policy of the
strike bulletin.
In the interest of truth and
justice and good unionism, I am
duty bound to take exception to
these misstatements and to refute
them. T his I am qualified to do,
having knowledge of the facts, as
I was at the time a member of
the Joint Central Strike Committee, and a member of the 'Joint
Publicity Committee, representing
the M.F.O.W. and duly elected and
accredited by the membership
thereof.
I served as
'
alternatechairman of
the Publicity committee and as editor of the Maritime Strike
News,
the daily strike bulletin. In that
capacity I was largely responsible
to the membership for the
policy
of the strike bulletin, and
therefor I consider it my duty to
brand
as false and slanderous
the accusation of Robe that "The strike
bulletin was no more than a publicity organ of Mayor Dore, Vito
Marcantonio and their kind."
•
This statement by Robe was no
doubt inspired by the fact that one
issue of the Maritime Strike News,
Iii publicising the
scheduled victory
MRS* meeting sponsored and managed by the Joint
Publicity ComInittee, stated that the principal
speakers would be Harry Bridges,
Mayor Dore of Seattle and exCongressman Vito Marcantonio.
The latter was invited to speak
because of his record and reputation as a liberal,
progressive, prolabor Congressman, who
had in
Washington, D. C., fully exposed
the crookedness
of shipowners in
the ship-subsidy
racket; and knew
and, could fully explain
all details
of the same.
•
Bridges was invited because he
Was the ablest
and most outstanding maritime
labor leader in the
nation.
APPARENTLY SINCERE
Mayor Dore was invited because
• he was
apparently sincere Pro-labor and had a
record of aiding and
abetting organized labor in Seattle
under his municipal
administration.
„ That Dore
has since unmasked
and exposed
himself as. a reaction:17 Politico-labor faker
allied solely
With the crooked
Beck machine
has no bearing
on the case, as at
that time this
was entirely unknown, being yet to
develop in
- uture.
events, and Dore was accepted by all West
Coast Vari.. time
Labor at face value.
These facts and the fact that
Dore and
Marcantonio were publibized in only this
one issue of the
Maritime Strike News can by
no
- stretch of
the imagination be logically, used to
support the assertion that the
Pedro strike bulletin
was a
publicity organ for them.
So much
for that.
As for
Brother Robe's deliberate
lie that "in
order to get any real
news published
we were forced to
rely on the
Harbor Worker and
the Evening
and Daily News" I
will state for
the record' that all
•. strike
news appearing in the Harbor Worker
was reprinted verbatim from
the Maritime Strike
News. I believe Mr.
Schindler,
. printer and
editor of the Harbor
• Worker
(A. F. of L.
paper) will
confirm this
statement.
Regarding the Evening and Daily
News, the Joint
Strike Publicity
Committee were never able
to get
a single
item of strike publicity
Published therein, nor
were any
unofficial group or any
individual
• striker able
to do so. Not even
Brother Robe.
While the News
was not so ra"1
"
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•

bid and reactionary hi their "strike +-news" as were the Hearst and
Chandler sheets, and made a pretense of being "impartial" purveyors of news, they printed not
'Copy for rank and file must be
one item that could be in any way
the office by 5 p.m. on Tuesin
construed as favorable to the strikto appear in current week.
days
fact,
In
ers.
they printed some articles that were distinctly unfavor- So mail your letters early.—Ediable to us.
tor.
On one occasion that I can recall, the News carried an article
SLAMS POLITICS
with a picture of pickets playing
Editor:
impromptu golf, captioned to the
The last issue of the Voice careffect: "While Strikers Play,
ried a letter from Edward Riley
Perishable Cargo Rot on the Dock."
which states what the policy of
HARMFUL ARTICLE
the Voice should be.
The picture, caption and text of
First he claims Ralph Chaplin
this article were so harmful to our is a "Red-Baiter" and points to
cause that we had to make a di- a letter he wrote entitled "The
rect reply in the Maritime Strike Blow Has Fallen." Well, for his
News.
information he directed his attack
All these facts can be confirmed on the Communist Party for tryto the satisfaction of any brothers ing to use remote control to wreck
interested simply by recourse to maritime unions.
the master file containing every isFirst, I would like to ask this
sue of the Maritime Strike News.
brother if he considers the ComThik file was kept by the Joint munist Party. RED. From its acPublicity Committee and at the end tions it proves itself a yellow POof the strike was turned over to LITICAL PARTY that is trying to
the Pedro District Council of the get' on the band wagon of labor.
M. F. and should be 'available to And as I DON'T BELONG TO
any member of the M. F.
ANY POLITICAL PARTY OR SEI am in no way trying to defend CRET ORGANIZATION, I am
Webster's record. I have no knowl- going to blast the politicians, no
edge of his record, and as he had matter who they are, through the
absolutely nothing to do with the Voice as every member of the FedPedro Publicity Committee, I am eration has that right.
uninterested in his record. That is
Well, Riley, why don't you tell
the concern of the S.U.P. member- the'membership of the Federation
ship.
to quit writing to the Voice and
Now as for one, H. Russell, re- just let the stooges for the Comferred to by Robe erroneously as munist Party do all the writing
being "placed in charge of pub- then see the circulation drop. I
licity." That is a downright lie, in- agree with him in the last sensofar as the Joint Publicity Com- tence only it should be Commumittee was concerned, although if nist and Trotskyite.
the S.U.P. maintained also their
Well, here are my suggestions
own publicity, committee, which I for the Voice.
am sure they did not, he may have
No rank and file letters to get
been in charge of that, I do not special space or heading.
know nor care.
No campaign to elect slates in
Russell, a probationary member elections.
of the S.U.P. and incidently, an adOnly news that is of interest .to
mitted member of the p.p., was, workers; no Communist or Trotinsofar as I know, duly elected to skyite stories that have been clutthe Joint Publicity Committee by tering up the Voice.
the S.U.P. membership. Being a
Editor visit union meetings
member of the, Firemen I wouldn't weekly to see what's going on and
know whether he was elected or have a column for questions and
appointed, but being alternate answers.
chairman of the Publicity CommitPrint all the rank and file lettee, I do not know that he rep- ters.
resented the S.U.P. thereon. But,
In conclusion I would recomfar from being "in charge" of pub- mend to all brothers to write plenty
licity, he had a minor function.
of letters to the Voice and to reHe Was stationed in L.A. by the mind the comrades that men have
Publicity Committee as a liason fought and died for FREE SPEECH
man between the 'Conimittee and AND PRESS to win the right to
various labor •unions and organized express their opinions; and Ralph
workers groups in L.A., and the Chaplin was one of them.—Yours
greater part of his time was spent for the Federation, John Barr, S.
In that capacity, speaking to those U.P., No. 4139.
groups to further publicize the
strike, and to make many preliminAnd. further, I recall that this
ary arrangements and arrange
brother, Ed 0. Robe, S.U.P., wrote
many minor details for the two
signed articles for the Maritime
huge mass meetings staged in L.
Strike News which were published
A, by the Joint Publicity Committherein bearing his by-line. Why
tee during the strike.
did he do So if that bulletin was
Russell was not in charge of Pub"no more than a. publicity organ
licity Committee polleies, but only
for Mayor Dore, etc." as he now alcarried out routine assignments in
leges?
L.A. as instructed by the CommitIt seems to me that Briather
tee.
Robe should be called to account
Whether or not he mixed C.P.
by the membership of the S.U.P.
activities with strike publicity acand M. F. for .his false and slandtivitcies I do not know. '
erous statements.
PLACES BLAME
While I hold no brief for either
If he did, it was never brought
Webster or Russell, I itel that
to my attention either personally
Robe should confine himself to the
or in my official capacity of altertruth in his attacks on those innate chairman of the Publicity
dividuals. I consider his mis-repCommittee. And if he did, it was
resentations which I have cited as
without the knowledge of the Pubbeing downright slanderens to the
licity Committee, and was no part
majority of, the membership of the
of the policy of either the comJoint Central Strike Publicity Committee or the Maritime Strike
mittee, .representing all componNews, but was done `under cover
ent•organizations of the M.F. of P.
as an individual, and if this occurthen on strike in Pedro.
red the blame rests squarely upon
The majority of these committhe shoulders of the S.U.P. whom
tee
members were, like myself,
he represented on the Publicity
bona fide rank and file members
Committee and on S.U.P. memberof the various unions of the M.F. of
ship to whom he was accountable
P., and were duly elected by their
for his actions;
respective memberships and served
How Russell allegedly "sabotato the best of their abilged the circulation of the Voice" faithfully
ities
and
capacities.
I know not, unless he persuaded
WERE NOT STOOGES
the S.U.P. to cut their bundle
We truly represented the rank
order. I DO know that during
this period, during which the con- and file, and we formulated the
troversy was ranging over B. policies of the Publicity CommitMayes, the Pedro Firemen doubled tee and Maritime Strike News.
their bundle order of the Voice, We were NOT stooges for the C.P.
thereby boosting the circulation. or Dore, Marcantonio or anyone
That is on record in Pedro M.F. else. That there was a small minority of C.P. members on the Joint
O.W. minutes.
Committees I readily concede.
There always are. But they were
duly elected and accredited by the
epp
M.C.S. and other (not Pedro
firemen) memberships, and they
were far too small a minority to
dominate the committees or direct
their policies.
It has too long been the policy
Of some red-baiting hrothers to inMUSIC eir. ENTERTAINMENT
chide all and sundry in their at8 P. M. to 1 A. M.
tacks on the "reds," without con60 SIXTH STREET
sideration of truth and fair play,
thus slandering many innocent
parties who are not "red" or even
slightly "pink" but ordinary demoEAT AT THE
cratic rank and file trade unionists, even as you and I.
Brother Robe distinctly fits into
categery. viz.: red-baiter.
this
100 Golden Gate at Jones
Fraternally,
+111••••••.,40:0
••
BEN BENDER,
M.F.O.W., No. 579.
Boycott Standard Oil Products
Patronize Voice Advertisers
Patronize Voles Advertisers
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NEW
GRANADA

THE THREE SIEVES

THROUGH BACK DOOR

CALL TO ARMS

RAPS "PROGRESSIVES"

STRENGTH IN VOICE
Editor:
Editor;
EERI NG
Editor:
I have just finished reading an
There seems to be. a tendency
San Francisco, Calif:
Been reading the Voice since it
article in the last issue written among the West Coast union memNov. 28, 1937.
was established and I must say
by Al Quinttenon. in my opinion bers to underestimate the serious
Editor:
that I have been a union man
it is one of the best articles I danger of the proposed Maritime
In the last issue of the Voice the since 1888, and have never seen
have read yet on the question of Mediation Board.
so-called progressive slate of the the like of it.
A. F. of L.-C.I.O. or independent
As I remember when the Cope- M. F. 0. W. W.
headed by FitzThe letters from members and
"Just a moment 'friend', inter- ballot soon to be taken by , the land Bill was first introduced in
gerald, Yates, Stack, etc., was pub- ships 'give, me a new conception,
rupted the sage, "have you sifted Sailors' Union of the Pacific, and Congress, we all sent condemnalished in three different articles. that unionism is real.
what you are going to tell me, I certainly agree with the argu- tions from the unions: personal
In another letter in the same issue
The A. F. of L. is nothing but
through three sieves?" •
ments he raises.
protests, sent men back to Wash- written by Greathouse
whose name a dues hunting, bosses favoring
"The three sieves?"
It seems to me that it is as ington to protest directly to Conappears on this aforementioned association. I know the whole his"Yes, friend, the three sieves. plain as the nose on your face gress, and resolutions from ship's
slate, Brother Greathouse states: tory of 'Lewis, but think he is
Let us see whether, what you mean that certain people within the Sail- crews. We were all well up in arms
"I never consented or gave per- 100 per cent better than the OLD
to tell me will stand the test of ors' Union would like nothing bet- for months. •
mission to any one to use my name Executive Board of W. Green.
the three sieves. The first of the ter than to steer the S.U.P. into
And now when we are faced with on any election
slate, never enIf the rank and file, a000rding
sieves, is that of truth. Have you the A. F. of L. I draw this con- a far more serious and dangerous
dorse any program . . ."
to the new principles of Lewis,
made sure that everything that you clusion from various things.
measure, we seem to be doing
Previously, Bert Coleman, whose succeeds, there is nothing to fear
are going to tell me is the trtith?"
For example: What has the very little about it.
name also appears on this slate, for organized labor. Only keep
"Well, no, I just heard other tell West Coast Sailor been, but a
We can look back a few years dioassociated himself from
the grafters out of your organizations,
of it, and so
slander sheet, continuously pan- to identically the same situation
group getting the slate out, and they are only trying to wreck you,
L.
J.
and
Bridges
course,
insofar
O.I.O.,
as it ning the
"I see, Of
that took place in the railroads stated that he had
not given them be eternally vigilant. Nothing else
is not even true, we can scarcely Lewis. True, some merited, but where the rank and file had built
permission to use his name on can beat you,
merited.
happens
to' not much
bother with it unless it
up powerful unions.
their so-called progressive slate.
I remember the time we had a
Why hasn't it also panned "Bill"
be something good. Will it stand
History in this case repeating
It begins to look like the only president of our local who was a
Ryan
goodness?"
phoney
Green, Vandeleur, the
the test of the sieve of
itself. When the Transportation thing progressive about
this group Pinkerton spy. An International
"Oh, no, indeed. On the con- $10 a day men, who are out to Act was proposed in order to place
is the fact that they progressively President for six months, before
union.
smash the longshoremen's
trary, he said that
the railroad -unions under the Rail- ignore the elementary honesty
that we found out that he too was a
"H-m" interrupted the wise man Is that an independent .. .policy? road Board, a storm of protetat
would dictate the necessity of con- Pinkerton.
again. "Not sure he said it, and Why was it that when a motion arose among the railroad workers.
sulting people before they took the
Now about the present: Four
what he is supposed to have said, was on the floor of the S.U.P. to The proposed act was vigorously
liberty of using their names in men will make a ton of steel. The
serves no good. But perhaps some- condemn Bill Green for endorsing fought by the rank and file
order to give themselves a progres- increase is 50 cents per eight
how it is necessary that I know the Maritime Labor Act that an at- throughout the country much the
sive coloration.
hours. The price of a ton of steel
what this, is is, in order •to pre- tempt was made by the same peo- same as we fought against the
Fraternally,
was $80.90 to $86.00 a ton. • After
vent harm to others.. Will It stand ple to table it?
Copeland Bil. And yet when the
H. RAYMOND,
this increase, steel jumped to
the sieve of necessity?"
Why- was it that Whitey Probert Railway Act, a much more vicious
No. 268, M. F. 0. W. W. $120,00 a ton, so who pays the bill,
"Oh well, no, if you look at it got up on the floor of the Sailors' and dangerous measur e, was
and who makes the money? There
that way.
Union and condemned the C.I.O., brought in, the tendency of the
is no use to get an increase of
financed
the
was
by
BAN
ON
'what
Since
ELECTIONit
then.
well,
that
"Very
stating
workers was to slacken up on the
wages when the price of commodiyou come. to tell me about the case Industrial Association? Why? Be- fight.
Seattle, Washington,
ties stays the same. It seems to
people
these
opinion
necis neither true, nor good, nor
cause in my
SAVE GROUND WORK
Nov. 27, 1937.
•
me that Rosevelt, with all his brain
essary, let. us forget about . it. Would like nothing better than to
As the Transportation Act of Editor: .
trust, never thought of that.
the
of
door
back
There are so many worth while steer us into the
1920 was a prelude to the more
In reading the last edition of the
Keep the prices of everything as
things in life, that we cannot af- A. F. of L.
dangerous Railway Act of 1926, Voice of the Federation I see some is, raise the wages,
cut the hours,
ford to bother with what is so
so also IS THE COPELAND ACT of the Frisco highbinders are using and we have something.
LOOKS SUSPICIOUS
worthless as to be neither good
hear
we
the
coast
Voice for their own selfish
A PRELUDE TO' THE MORE
Up and down the
The above should be self exnor true nor need tell.
stories about how phoney the C.I.O. DANGEROUS MARITIME MEDIA- gains. Things are in a hell of a planatory, but I have never read
Respectfully submitted,
is, how Bridges and his clique are TION BOARD, and the government mess when the Voice is used for about it.
WM. J. COURT, No. 74,
electioneering,
out to smash the Federation. Who's hiring halls, etc.
It is the laboring man that pays
Marine Cooks and Stewards. peddling all this stuff, but the same
I have always thought that the many times for
These vicious acts on the railhis increase of
people, when a progressive step roads were endorsed and supported Voice was a rank and file paper wages.
was
by the union officials as today and the backbone of our Maritime
ADVOCATES PROGRESS like forming the Federation
ABOUT THE RED MENACE
Editor:
being taken, fought it tooth and Green and the A. F. of L. leaders Federation. But from the loOks of
As personal attacks are proare endorsing and supporting the things now some people are try- hibited, I will illustrate:
The center of discussion among nail?
ing to turn it into a political sheet.
the sailors at the present time
I could also ask one more ques- Mediation Board.
A meeting, foot of Broadway in
All you readers stop and think Baltimore,
There are those among us who
seems to revolve around the three- tion: "Why was it that when the
arranged by corn-rats,
way ballet that is shortly to be Portland branch asked headquar- are under the impression that the when a bunch of men and their in 1934.
taken in an effort to ascertain if tets to donate $100 to the Sawmill railroad Brotherhoods had won stooges start such tactics and begA scuffle with a police sergeant,
clique fought it their working conditions before the ging that they be elected to office, to police court.
,
the sailors want A. F. of L.-C.I.O. Workers the same
or Independent.
down, because it was a C.I.O. union, Railway Act was put into force, they have a golden egg they don't
Sentence, two years in jail with
Now until the ballot is com- when thin union donated almost and that if certain laws were want to turn loose.
the reservation, that if the two
Let's keep the Voice a union arrested leave the
pleted it is every member's demo- $12,000 to the Columbia River enacted to protect us, the Board
State of Marycratic right to express his opinion Strike fund out of a total of would not be so bad. To these man's paper and cut out all the land and never return they would
people I say, "That they are sadly electioneering and let each man get probation.
as he sees fit. After the ballot of $16,000?
course it is the duty. of every
Who's for unity? Certainly not mistaken if they entertain any stand on his own merits.
Now, if I was a Red, I would
Fraternally,
member to put his shoulder to the the ones who are deliberately join- such impressions.
spit in that judges face, take my
JACK N. GROVE,
BAR ON STRIKES
wheel and push along the route ing hands with the A. F. of L.
medicine (only eight more months
M. F. 0. W. & W. No. 62. to serve) and go to ;jail.
The railroad workers today are
that the majority decides upon.
Lighting workers, because they
I believe that the: real test in choose to change their affiliation, among the lowest paid workers in
'• But no, the dear Corn-rats left
the election will be between the but they are yelling unity the the country. The four Brother- front to stop this idea of Media- the State of Maryland, and got a
loudest. It they are for Unity why hoods, who are better off than any tion Boards. As we did in the fine position with the M.F.OAV.
C.I.O. and Independent.
I am not in favor of Independent have they refused to take part in of the others, do not even have case of the San Francisco AntiThe orders of these Commisars
first of all because I believe that the Arrangements Committee for UNION preference in hiring. And Picket Ordinance. Let us make are: wreck the organization, start
any union that, attempts to stand the January 17th conference, rep- a most vicious blacklisting system a greater fight than we did against any kind 'of trouble, for, as one
Independent and alone is certainly resepting 60,000 East Coast men, awaits those who would become the Copeland Act, C.I.O., A. F. of L. said in a Hall on Second Street
headed in the wrong direction. and the Marine Cooks and Fire- militant.
and Independent Unions, let us all in Baltimore, "let's work for a
They are prevented from strik- send the Congress protests and Bolshevik United States of AmerLabor history in the past has men of the Pacific attempting to
proven that no union can remain weld out a single national sea- ing by the Railway Act. And as protests, from unions, ships and in- ica."
independent and hold its gains for men's union.
to working conditions, a train of dividuals, from every organization
That was the night that volunany great length of time..
I could ask plenty more ques- one hundred and thirty loaded cars that we can get to back us up. Let teers were called to help colored
The history of the Sailors' Un- tions, but I think that's enough to operates with a crew of five men, us stop the Maritime Mediation longshoremen win a strike.
ion particularly proves this to be convey my point. It's about time whereas a train of not more than Board from ever becoming a fact.
Our trouble is not the shipowntrue. The first time in the his- the membership of the S.U.P. woke fifty loads was manned by a crew
This is one more reason why we, ers, but lays in our own organizatory of the union that its gains up and demanded an answer to of five before the Railway Act. the sailors, should not remain in- tion, keep a cool head, rank and
have been won and held is the some of these questions. I will And the present day train travels dependent. Standing independent file, democracy, an open forum,
present period: 1934 until now. wind up by saying to the member- up to sixty-five miles per hour, places us in a position where we like the Voice and we will advance.
The . gains were won only after ship—beware of - the phoney stunt thereby cutting down the running cannot render tin effective fight
With best wishes,
we had put up a terrific fight and that's being puled by trying to time and the wages along with it. agaist legislation.
OTTO KNALLE,
with the full support of the other shoot you into the A. F. of L. thru Overtime is practically nill today.
Already the majority of the
' No. 274.
"independence,"
unions.
shoreside
The retirement pay is lousy. I Maritime Federation has moved
ine and
in
the back door via
• P.S.—Why don't you pass laws
know an old gentleman, who, after into the C.I.O. We cannot afford
Without them our job action, in- "there ain't no such animal."
that no member can be nominated
cidents that followed, would have
Vote C.I.O. and go down the line forty-seven years service receives to stand still. Nor can we go
for office unless he was at pea
been lost.
with the East Coast, the longshore- forty dollars per month pension.
backward into the A. F. of L.
shortly before nominatiofl. to ofunion
your
The Brotherhoods today are on
I am against the idea of inde- men and the rest of
All this talk about phoney lead- fice. .
pendent; because I firmly believe brothers. We'll have a Maritime the tail end of the labor movement, ers, the check-off, and so on is a
That would do away with your
that it is possible for various Federation :then capable of func- thanks to the Railway Act, and the lot of nonsense. No top officials
perpetual officers in your organizameetings to be swung behind the tioning and on a national basis.— Labor Faking officials who
to have been able to place us under
tion, because most of them haven't
a lot of trouble and ballyhlo
A. F. of L. when beefs arise from Tom Burns, S.U.P., No. 3970.
' to their "dictation" in the past. They
seen a ship except from the dock.
take strike votes when the rank cannot do so in the future.
time to time.
and file pressure gets too great,
I believe that now is the time
CORRECTION FOR
The C.1.0. Is not perfect. We
Patronize Voice Advertisers
when they know that these strike have no such thing as perfection
for the entire labor movement to
MILTON
votes are meaningless. The Rail- In any organization. But the C.1.0.
go forward forgetting all the vari- Editor:
ous insignificant beefs that are
I wish to draw your attention road Magnates also know that bids fare to become the greatest
advanced for the sole purpose of to a letter I sent to the Voice these strike votes do not mean a labor movement this country has
confusing the rank. and file and in which was published in the Novem- thing.
MRS.,KLEM'S
ever known.
If we, the maritime workers, alorder to go forward it is my sin- ber 18 edition under the beading
It is only common sense if nothcere belief that to do so we must of "Appreciates Help."
low this Mediation Board to be set ing else that we affiliate with the
affiliate with the broadest progI wish to ask you if you would up in this industry, then we also C.I.O.
100% UNION
ressive movement of the day, make a little correction in that let- are headed for the tall end of the In the recent Teamsters' picket
Between
Piers 28-30
which is the C.I.O.—J- F. Morri- ter.
labor movement. We all know ex- line beef on the waterfront, we
the
from
received
donation
The
son, S.U.P., No. 4675.
actly what this means.
were very nearly confused into
crew 'of the S.S. Salinas was $5.00
The time to stop this vicious doing the wrong thing. Can any"Hal" Wilkinson PRospect 9743
TOLEDO (FP) — The Toledo instead of $4.00 as printed in the measure is NOW, before it is one deny that, had we been in the
Housewives League has declared a Voice. The Secretary's name is T. passed. We cannot hope to be C.I.O. this would not have hapboycott on meat and plans to Milton, not Nilton.
able to stop it after it is passed. pened?—Fraternally yours, T. E.
Where It's
CHRISTMAS EVERY DAY
Thanking you kindly for printspread it throughout the state with
I was a member of a railroad Byers, S.U.P., No. 3824.
1332,VAN NESS
flying squadrons to contact all ing the letter for us and we would union that struck against the
Between Sutter and Bush
women's organizations for 'sup- appreciate the correction very Transportation Act after it was
port, The fight is directed against much.—Fraternally yours, T. Mil- passed in 1920. The result was that
111.4.0.
the big packers, not small retailers. ton, Secretary .pro tern, I.L.A.
the strike was lost and the union
Good Food Select Refreshments
was smashed.
COFFEE SHOP
At The
I witnessed a combination or a
The S. F. County Committee of the Communist Party
federation of unions strike against
40 Market Street
Announces the Opening of Its Winter
the same act in 1922. • They were
Try our
•
35c—Regular Lunch & Dinner-35c
all smashed; so I know that it is
50 EMBARCADERO
Served All Day
very difficult to strike against an ••
act after it is made a LAW.
tEl
LET US FIGHT
See the First in a Series of Movie Programs
Let us form a powerful united
Editor:
To Socrates ia attributed this
legend: One day there came to
this twise philosopher, a busy-body
who said:
"Have you heard, ph Socrates,
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VOICE of the FEDERATION

Labor Of Scrawny Six-Year Old Children Increase Dividend
EMPLOYERS' GREED FORCES
HUNGRY YOUNGSTERS TO
COMPETE WITH ELDERS

Bridges Flays Attempt
To Block National Unity
NM mow Haws

FEMURS

CARL L. SCOTT
Says
REGARDLESS OF COST WE ARE
OFFERING YOU CARS BELOW
OUR COST.
'37 Willys De Luxe Sedan.
45 Days Old.

'33
'80
'29
'28
'28
'29
'30
'32
'36
'36
'35
'29
'29
'32
'36
'29
'34
'29
'31
'29
'29
'35
'80
'35
.29
'38
'29
'32
'29
'21
'29
'34
'34
'
35

'31

Our Sale
Cost Price
$300 $276
Chev. coach
115
150
Chevrolet retr.
50
Chev. rstr. Runs good 76
35
50
Chev. sedan. Good
95
Chrysler rdstr. Good 125
75
100
Plymouth coach
175 145
Dodge sedan. Good
225
Essex sed. Good tires 250
395
Willys 77 spec. sedan 465
395
Willys 77 de luxe sed 465
345
Willys 77 de luxe sed 375
69
100
Nash 6 sedan
99
125
Buick 6 coupe
199
245
Ford 8 tudor sedan
395
Willys 77 spec. sod. 475
85
125
Nash 6 stand. sedan
425
495
Chevrolet 6 coach
165 125
Plymouth 4 sedan
225
275
Auburn I sedan
65
95
Graham stand. 6 sed
95
125
Pontiac coach. Fine
Willys 77 spec. sedan 400 365
99
125
Olds 6 coach
395
495
Ford 8 Tudor sedan
90
75
Whippet 6 sedan
Buick 8 4-door sedan 475 449
60
75
Whippet 6 coupe
225 185
Willys 6 sport rdstr
75
95
Graham small 6 sod
Dodge de luxe 8 rpe 195 165
125
150
Durant apt. 6 sed
395
Olds sport coupe 6 425
395
425
Ply. DeLuxe Cpe
445
495
Plymouth Coupe.
176
196
Ford Vial. Cab

The

committee is convinced, of
the imperative need for care that
federal legislation which may be
passed does not contain exemptions permitting shipment in interstate commerce of the products of
"such disgraceful use of child labor."

Labor-Baiters Fail
To Produce Records
WASHINGTON (FP) — Officials
of various labor-baiting organizations appeared before the Senate
civil liberties committee here to
produce records asked for in subpoenas served recently. The Johnstown Citizens Committee of Johnstown, Pa., failed to produce any
records claiming that inasmuch as
it was not a formal organization
it had no records. It was admitted
that records Were kept by the
treasurer regarding receipts and
disbursements but the only thing
Lawrence Campbell, secretary of
the committee, produced were innocuous letters and telegrams.
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80,000 Drop Reported
ap Boycott
in Employment List
Fund Gets
Unions Help

HEARING ON
BLAND BILL
STARTS TODAY
Hearings will begin today in
Washington on the Bland Bill
which was drawn to regulate labor
conditions under the Federal Maritime Comimssion, and operation of
the Merchant Marine.

Voice of the Federation.
Dear Brothers:
Attached hereto is a list of organizations which have contributed to the United Committee for
Boycott of Japanese goods, which
we would appreciate having printed.
•
We wish to thank these organizations for 'their donations. Placards stating "WE DO NOT SELL
JAPANESE GOODS" have been
printed and are being placed in
store windows; pins are being
made and care stickers being printed. Organizations are urged to send
donations to the United Committee
for Boycott of Japanese Goods, No,
10 Embarcadero, San Francisco.

Representative Bland of Virginia,
a consistent enemy of the American seamen and a spokesman for
the shipowners, is author of the
proposals which contemplate putting new shackels on members of
maritime unions so that strikes
will be made illegal, wages will be
reduced, working conditions controlled by employers and other
restrictions which mean a setback
It is our hope that every Trade
to every worker.
Union and every Fraternal OrganIn next weeks Issue the Voice ization will soon become affiliated
will give the details of the hear- to the United Committee for Boyings and set forth some of the cott of Japanese Goods so that a
outstanding movements taken by concerted drive can be made for a
the shipowners in their latest move truly effective Boycot. The Comin Congress to gain control of mittee meets regularly every Saturday afternoon at 1:30 P. M., in
the maritime unions.
Room 9 at 10 Embarcadero. All
organizations are invited and urged
to attend!

Arizona Mining Co.
Faces Union Charge
PHOENIX, Ariz. (FP)—The
Phelps-Dodge Corp., largest mining
interest in this state, faces charges
filed with the labor board's regional
office at Los Angeles.
Patronize Our Advertisers.

Single Bundles:
At Rate of 4c per copy25
$ 1.00
50
2.00
At Rate of 31/2c per copy100
$ 3.50
150
5.25
200
7.00
250
8.75
300
50
400
14•00

With best wishes and sincere appreciation for your cooperation, we
remain,
. Fraternally yours,
UNITED COMMITTEE FOR
BOYCOTT OF JAPANESE GOODS
I. J. BERG, Secretary.
DONATIONS TO NOV. 29
Bakery Wagon Drivers and Salesmen, No. 484, $25; Chinese Mutual
Aid Association, $40;- Inlandboatmen's Union of the Pacific, $10;
Alaska Fishermen's Union, $50;
Chinese National Salvation League,
$10; International Association of
Machinists, No. 732, $5; Marine
Firemen's Union, $15.36; Alaska
Cannery Workers Union, $25; Lumber Clerks and Lumbermen, No.
2559, $10; International Workers
Order, Chinese Branch, 22.50; Miscellaneous Employees No.110, $25;
Communist Party, $25; Total of
$242.86.
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At Rate of 3c per copy500
$15.00
750
22.50
1000
-- 30.00
NAME (Please Print Plainly)
ADDRESS
CITY and STATE
DATE
Make all checks and Money Orders payable to:
Sec.-Treasurer, Maritime Federation of the Pacific,
24 California St., San Francisco, Calif.

the same position as those who+
urged unions to remain independ- is an offshoot from the same inent from the Federation when it dividuals who tried to get the Sailwas first organized.
ors Union to take a separate vote
If the Federation means any- on agreements during the 1936-37
thing it means unity. And if the lockout.
Federation is going anywheite, it
STRIKE ECHOES
is moving toward national unity.
It is the brain child of the same
Any other course is a course
"strategists" who signed an indeagainst unity and opposed to the pendent
sailors agreement during
Interests of maritime labor.
that period and then, through their
Since the C.1.0. today is the control of
the Voice of the Fedstrongest advocate of national un- eration, came
out with a headline
STARTING FROM lii &HUI IN Ills TAILOR S110P,
ity, opposition to the CIO: natur- STRIKE END
ANDRtri JO5N$014 WAGED AND WON NIS FIRST
LOOMS. Strike end
ally takes the shape of opposition looms—with all
POLITICAL (AMPAIGII AS fANDIDATE ON A WORKother unions left
INGMEN'S' TICKTT. RoSE To NATIONAL PRAMINto national unity.
out on a limb. It was the rank
rticE BY UNIFORMLY OPNOLDIN6 AND VOICING
URGE REFERENDUM
1111 NEEDS Yr NE COMMON PEOPLE.41E CAMPand file that raised the slogan
toltp 'PONtiiR EDUCATION , A 41/4511A1)-41n'
Certain super-militants within "Save the Federation" in those
AND RESietcTios or 141f- ToYJHZ 0;51.0E440E16
the Federation today have raised days, and they raised it against
the slogan of "Save the Maritime the very spokesmen who have
Federation" and are conducting a adopted that slogan today as a
campaign against national unity blind for an anti-unity program.
behind this disguise.
• Deliberate efforts are being made
They have even urged a referen- to create the notion that Pacific
dum on the question "Do you wish Coast maritime labor must choose
to retain, the Maritime Federation between the Federation or the C.
WASHINGTON (FP) —Labor
of the Pacific Coast? Answer yes 1.0. No such situation exists.
Secretary Perkins reported here
or no."
The Sailors' Union of the Pacific
that employment in private indusWhat they are really asking is: Is wording its ballots on a three
try declined by 80,000 during Oc"Do you wish to ossify the Mari- way basis to this effect: Either to
tober, principally because of a trme
Federation, prevent its de- affiliata with the C.I.O. on the
145,000 decrease in factory em- velopment and the
fulfillment of terms laid down by John L. Lewis;
ployment.
its objectives?"
to affiliate with the A. F. of L.
"The current decline is attributWhat are the sponsors of this on the terms laid down by William
able to recession," Miss Perkins proposed referendum trying to ac- Green or to remain
an independsaid, "in such industries as blast complish? They want to take ent union affiliated
with the Mariand
rolling
furnaces, steel works
soundings and find out just how time Federation.
mills, foundries and machine far their confusionist campaign has
This wording Is obviously deshops, electrical shops, cotton got. They want to know if the
signed to confuse the issue. It
goods and women's clothing."
time is right for them to press doesn't say. so in
so many words,
The fall in employment was the their drive for "independent union- but it Implies that any
vote but one
second decline in two successive ism."
for Independence means AbandonAnd what does this so-called "in- ing the Federation.
months Miss Perkins said. The
This is not the
September ,drop was the first em- dependent unionism" mean? Inde- case and,the men who
worded that
ployment decline in that month pendence from what? Independence ballot know well
enough that it is
since 1933.
from the rest of labor and a direct not 'the case. No
matter which way
refutation of every principle of the Sailors vote,
their affiliation
both unity and common sense. It with the
Patronize Our Advertisers,
Maritime Federation remains firm.
This kind of deliberate deception
has" no place in demoeratic procedure and certainly no place in unionism.
These super-militants hesitate to
ATTEND THE MAMMOTH
come right out in the open and
campaign on any anti-CIO platform.
They hesitate to take an open
stand side by side .with William
Green, Joe Ryan, Hunter, Grange,
SCharrenberg and the rest. So they
have adopted the slogan "Save the
Federation."
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DRIVE A WILLYS—WATCH THE
GAS STATIONS GO BY!
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•

You are urged to appeal to your union to order as
many copies each as can be used to advantage. You
are urged to appeal to your union to increase present
bundle order, to pay bills promptly and to try to get
merchants to advertise in the "Voice."

PRICES, TERMS TO SUIT
EVERY PURSE.

HEADQUARTERS

INOU
BY WHIG TIE EMPICTfiR

In the interests of the solidarity of all maritime
workers of the Pacific Coast, the "Voice of the Federation" appeals to you and your union for full support and co-operation.

MANY MORE To CHOOSE FROM
3 FLOORS OF USED CARS.

WILLYS

s'•

A'DAV/

BUNDLE ORDER BLANK
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The position of the C.I.O. on the Maritime Federation of
the Pacific should be clear in the fact that those waterfront
unions now in the C.I.O. were the initiators of the Federation and have been its staunchest supporters ever since.
The C.I.O. itself not only upholds the Federation but
advocates and is working for extension of that same unity
on a national scale. And this incidentally was one of the
goals envisioned by the Federation from the start.
Those spokesmen who take the attitude that the Federation should remain independent and separate from the
East Coast are urging a splitting policy exactly contrary
to the whole basis of the Federation. They stand today in

ue Dewy el
ecoest Of

/-1

Coutenay Dinwiddie, committee
secretary, declared that under the
provisions of the Black-Connery
wage-and-hour bill, exploitation of
children in tiff mines could not be
stopped "because the definition of
child labor in the bill specifically
exempts children working with
their parents, even in occupations
deemed hazardous by the federal
children's bureau."

Children frequently work with
their parents, using their cans and
buckets. In a sampling of 18 children taken at random, earnings
ranged from 5 cents to 25 cents
an hour, with the majority making
between 14 cents and 17 cents an
hour.

(President, Pacific Coast I.L.W.U. and District Organizer On West
Coast for the C.I.0.)

VoR 9USZN.N4

working 9 or 10 hours. Over 10
per cent had not been to school
at all during the year.

START AT 3 A. M.
Beside the barite horrors, the report reveals that except in Mississippi, where the Seafood Worker.;
Assn. of the Gulf Coast has gained
moderate demands, "children are
an important factor in the labor
supply of shrimp-picking and in
the heading sheds." Picking starts
"anywhere from 3 a.m. to 7 a.m.
Some of the children return for
afternoon work until 9:30 and occassionally midnight."

DRAWN RV SEAMAN

WORKERS

LIAISERJACKS ARE
04 44E l'oPolost
CLAS9EiCkTioW

NEW YORK (FP)..—A sordid story of child labor conditions in the tiff mines of Missouri and in the shrimppicking fields along the Gulf of Mexico, of youngsters of
6 and 8 plodding to work at 3 and 4 o'clock in the morning, underfed and scrawny, is told in a report issued by the
Natl. Child Labor Committee.
Based on field investigations, the survey, reporting poverty, ignorance, illiteracy and child labor rampant, blows
to bits the claim that passage of the child labor amendment
is not necessary because labor prohibitions are enforced by
all the states.

ease."
Of 80 families studied, "there
were 86 children 15 years and
younger working in tiff mines, of
whom 32 were 13 years or younger, Nine of the children were
girls." Earnings averaged $2.87 a
week, with 20 earning less than
$2. The average number of hours
worked a day was more than seven
with 20 per cent of the children

(06
.,

HAIZDEV

(Federated Press)

dustries studied.
cornIn releasing the report, the
-mate° urges immediate enactment
of federal legislation to end child
labor abuses in industries engaged
In interstate commerce. It calls
for ratification of the child labor
amendment as the only way of
protecting children employed in
non-interstate industries. It is estimated that in this field as high
labor
as 75 per cent of all child
the
criticizes
report
The
falls.
Vandenburg substitute amendment,
shot through with legal loopholes,
and incapable of stopping the conditions reported in the study.
CONDITIONS HORRIFY
The Missouri legislature last
spring, at the request of tiff mine
owners, voted to exempt boys and
girls working with their parents
from its law prohibiting the sale
In interstate commerce of goods
mined by children under 18 years
old. In the tiff area, the committee found "poverty, ignorance, illiteracy, child labor . . children
from 6 to 7 years up working regularly in the tiff diggings, child
marriages, malnutrition and dis-

BY CHAS. SCHWARTZ

By HARRY BRIDGES

By EDWARD LEAVITT

The surveys, undertaken In the
fall arid summer of 1937, show a
continued increase in child labor
In states which have not raised
their minimum age limits for employment, and "widespread exploitation," particularly in the two in-
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Speed TOM MOONEY'S Case

these super-militants who are
alignment with William Green
an attempt to block the C10.
They raise the cry of "Save tl
Federation" and use it in a deceptive attempt to fight the CIO
fight right in line with the A.• F.
of L. officialdom which has pr
sisted in a policy of "Wreck the
Federation" ever since it bega
The A. F. of L. Pile Drivers, shi
wrights and caulk‘ers have been o
dered to withdraw from the Fe
eration. This order came from the
International Brotherhood of C
penters which has cooperated hand
in hand with efforts of Northwe
lumber barons and A. F. of L. officials to smash the CIO.
The Federation means unity-and that means "An Injury to Or
Is an injury to Ali." That mean
that an attempt to destroy th
whole Federation.
The CIO has its own slogan for
the Maritime Federation. Th
slogan is "Build the Federation."
An organization that ceases to in
gress soon ceases to have any real
existence. These super-militan
may be content to weave a cocoon
of isolation around the West Coa
and hatch out pie-card butterflie
But the rank and file still know
that the meaning of the Federal.]0
is UNITY, not isolation.
The shipowners are already un
ed on a national scale. They're
making a drive In Congress no
to put over legislation that would
bog-tie all maritime unions—inclu
ing the SUP. And who is carrying
the main burden of the fight to d
feat this attack? The Nation
Maritime Union of the East Coast.
If these super-militants of th
West Coast would spend less lime
playing sleight - of - hand poll t
within the Federation, and using
their positions to fight the Cl
and would spend more time fighting the very real dangers th
exist, unity would soon be achieve
and we'd hear no more of the "Say
the Federation" hi-jinks

•••••••......

Call Meeting
San Francisco District Council,
Z. R. Brown, Secretary.
District Council No. 2, sponsoring a mass meeting for the
unlicensed seagoing personnel,
Friday at 2:00 P.M., at the
Alaska Cannery Workers' Hall
32 Clay Street, discuss affiliation with the C.1.0., A. F. of L
or remaining independent,
Brothers Harry Lundeberg
Harry Bridges, and Vandeleur
will be invited to speak.

To the United States Supreme Court

MOONEY
BILLINGS

Mass Meeting
SUNDAY 2:00 P M DEC 5th

S. F. CIVIC AUDITORIUM
Hear Minnesota's Fearless Governor
Fighting Champion of Civil Rights

'Japanese recently saluted tl
Mikado by firing 101 shells into a
Chinese village. Another nice id
would be real bombs in Christina
crackers."—Toronto Daily Star.

USED CARS $15 UP

Your Terms
Open Evenings
FEAR CONTROL LOSS
667 Valencia Street
Green, WolI, Vandeleur and other
MArket 2535
top A. F. of L. officials are raising
a similar cry of "Save the A. F.
AUTO FACTS SALES
of L." What they really mean is
"We Sell for Less"
prevent the A. F. of L. from de1:1
veloping and progressing to a point
where they will no longer be able
LOW DOWN PAYMENTS
to control it. And that is exactly
116 Valencia, next to
why they drove out the CIO and
Auto Mechanics' Union
declared war on it.
100% Union
..The A. P. of L. needs saving all
50 CARS
right. It needs saving from the •
Greens and Wolls who are alignPriced from $15 to $400
ing themselves with employers in
YOUR TERMS
order to block the CIO.
Open Until 8 P. M.
The Maritime Federation needs
UN. 9191
saving too. It needs saving from
•
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Luxor Cabs

Auspices:

•

50 BARGAINS—All Makes

Elmer Benson
SHERIFF DAN MURPHY
JACK SHELLEY
HARRY BRIDGES
GEORGE F. IRVINE
REV. BEN WILSON

•

—"A Union Driver Owns the Cab"

ORdway 4040

S. F. Bay Area A.F. of L. Committee
For the Fdeerom of Mooney and Billings

Railroad Employees' Committee
For the Release of Thomas J. Mooney

San Francisco's
FAVORITE UNION PRINTERS
UNION CARDS

BOOKLETS
PAMPHLETS

GOLDEN GATE PRESS
ORd way 7431-7432
122 Golden Gate Ave.
'Everything That's Printed"
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The Most Widely Read Union Paper On the
Pacific Coast.
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